
FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
Washington, DC 20463 

Robert K. Kelner and Elizabeth Upton 
Covington & Burling LLP 
850 Tenth Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
rkelner@cov.com; eupton@cov.com 

August 16, 2021 

RE: MURs 7821, 7827, 7868 

Dear Mr. Kelner and Ms. Upton: 

On October 22, 2020, October 23, 2020, and January 15, 2021, the Federal Election 
Commission notified your clients, Twitter, Inc., Jack Dorsey, and Brandon Bonman, of three 
Complaints alleging violations of certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, 
as amended. On August 10, 2021, the Commission, on the basis of the inf01mation provided in 
the complaint and inf01mation provided by your clients, found no reason to believe that Twitter, 
Inc., violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. §§ 109.21, 114.2(b) by making corporate in
kind contributions; and no reason to believe that Jack Dorsey and Brandon Borrman violated 
52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. § l 14.2(b) by consenting to corporate contributions. 
Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter. 

Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days. See 
Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 
(Aug. 2, 2016). The Factual and Legal Analysis, which explains the Commission's findings, is 
enclosed for your information. 

If you have any questions, please contact Justine A. di Giovanni, the attorney assigned to 
this matter, at (202) 694-1574 or jdigiovanni@fec.gov. 

Sincerely, 

~p
Claudio J. Pavia 
Acting Assistant General Counsel 

Enclosures: 
Factual and Legal Analysis 
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1 FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
2 
3 FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS 
4 
5 Respondents: Twitter, Inc. 
6 Jack Dorsey 
7 Brandon Borrman 
8  Biden for President and Andrea Wise  
9     in her official capacity as treasurer1 

10 
11 I. INTRODUCTION 

MURs: 7821, 7827, & 7868 

12 These matters were generated by Complaints filed with the Federal Election Commission 

13 alleging that, by suppressing negative information regarding 2020 presidential candidate Joseph 

14 R. Biden, Twitter, Inc. (“Twitter”), made a prohibited corporate in-kind contribution to Biden 

15 and his authorized committee, Biden for President and Andrea Wise in her official capacity as 

16 treasurer (the “Biden Committee”), in violation of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, 

17 as amended (the “Act”).  Specifically, the Complaints allege that Twitter made an in-kind 

18 contribution when it blocked users from tweeting links to or certain information derived from a 

19 series of October 2020 New York Post articles that published materials discovered on a laptop 

20 allegedly belonging to Biden’s son, Hunter Biden.   

21 The Complaint in MUR 7868 further alleges that Twitter made in-kind contributions to 

22 the Biden Committee by limiting the visibility of, or “shadow banning,” Republican users on its 

23 platform; suppressing distribution of an interview of an alleged former business associate of 

24 Hunter Biden; blocking coverage of post-2020 election lawsuits; and labeling pre- and post-

25 election tweets from Biden’s general election opponent, Donald J. Trump, regarding supposed 

26 election fraud and the election results. The MUR 7868 Complaint also alleges that, by virtue of 

1 Jack Dorsey and Brandon Borrman are Respondents only in MUR 7827; Biden for President and Andrea 
Wise in her official capacity as treasurer are Respondents only in MUR 7868. 
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an individual who worked for Twitter later joining the Biden team, the Biden Committee 

coordinated with Twitter and therefore knowingly accepted the prohibited corporate 

contributions. 

Respondents deny the allegations.  Twitter states that it (1) blocked users from sharing 

links to and posting certain information from the New York Post articles relating to hacked and 

personal information and (2) labeled Trump’s tweets regarding election fraud and election 

results. It argues that it did not make a contribution because these actions were undertaken for 

bona fide commercial reasons and not for the purpose of influencing a federal election.  Twitter 

denies the remaining allegations that it limited visibility of Republican users, suppressed 

distribution of an interview, or limited coverage of election lawsuits, asserting that the Complaint 

does not submit any reliable evidence that such actions occurred.  The Biden Committee states 

that it did not coordinate with Twitter. 

As discussed below, Twitter has credibly explained that it acted with a commercial 

motivation in response to the New York Post articles rather than with an electoral purpose.  With 

respect to its actions concerning Trump’s tweets, there is no evidence that Twitter coordinated its 

actions with the Biden Committee, and as such, the actions did not constitute contributions.  

Finally, the remaining allegations that Twitter limited the visibility of Republican users, 

suppressed distribution of an interview, and limited coverage of election lawsuits are vague, 

speculative, and unsupported by the available information.  Therefore, the Commission finds no 

reason to believe that Twitter violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b) by making 

prohibited in-kind corporate contributions; finds no reason to believe that Jack Dorsey, Twitter’s 

CEO, and Brandon Borrman, Twitter’s Vice President, Global Communications, violated 

52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(e) by consenting to prohibited corporate 
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1 contributions; and finds no reason to believe that the Biden Committee knowingly accepted or 

2 received and failed to report such contributions in violation of 52 U.S.C. §§ 30104(b)(3)(A), 

3 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. §§ 104.3(a), 114.2(d). 

4 I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND  

5 Twitter is a social media platform and public Delaware corporation; it states that it 

6 derives the majority of its revenue from advertising.2  The platform allows users to publish 

7 tweets, which are 280-character-or-less posts, which may include pictures, videos, or links.3 

8 Jack Dorsey is Twitter’s CEO, and Brandon Borrman is Twitter’s Vice President of Global 

9 Communications.4  Biden for President is 2020 presidential candidate Joe Biden’s authorized 

10 committee, and Andrea Wise is its treasurer.5  The Complaints allege that Twitter, by 

11 suppressing negative information regarding Biden and taking certain actions directed against 

12 Trump and his supporters, all of which are detailed below, did so “for the clear purpose of 

13 supporting the Biden campaign.”6 

2 Resp. at 2 (Dec. 21, 2020), MUR 7821 [hereinafter MUR 7821 Twitter Resp.]. 
3 See generally TWITTER, https://twitter.com (last visited June 2, 2021); About, TWITTER, https://about. 
twitter.com/en/who-we-are/our-company (last visited June 2, 2021) (“Twitter is an open service that’s home to a 
world of diverse people, perspectives, ideas, and information.”). 
4 Compl. at 1 (Oct. 21, 2020), MUR 7827 [hereinafter MUR 7827 Compl.]; MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 2; 
About, TWITTER, https://about.twitter.com/en/who-we-are/our-company (last visited June 2, 2021).  Borrman and 
Dorsey submitted a joint Response with Twitter in MUR 7827.  Resp. (Dec. 21, 2020), MUR 7827 [hereinafter 
MUR 7827 Twitter Resp.]. 
5 Biden for President, Statement of Organization (Jan. 12, 2021), https://docquery fec.gov/pdf/224/20210112 
9398457224/202101129398457224.pdf. 
6 Compl. at 1 (Oct. 16, 2020), MUR 7821 [hereinafter MUR 7821 Compl.]; accord MUR 7827 Compl. at 2; 
Compl. at 1 (Jan. 12, 2021), MUR 7868 [hereinafter MUR 7868 Compl.]. 
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1 A. Twitter’s Content Policies 

2 Twitter asserts that it has enacted a number of content policies, which are enforced by its 

3 Site Integrity Team, part of Twitter’s larger Trust & Safety Team.7  Twitter states that, “as a core 

4 commercial objective,” it enacted these policies as part of its efforts to concentrate on the 

5 “‘reduction of abuse, harassment, spam, manipulation and malicious automation on the 

6 platform.’”8  In its public securities filings, Twitter has identified that “a decrease in the 

7 perceived quality, usefulness, trustworthiness or relevance of the content generated by people on 

8 Twitter or content partners” may have a “potentially negative” effect on its business.9 

9 As relevant here, Twitter’s policies include the following: 

10  Distribution of Hacked Materials Policy. Prohibits users from 
11 distributing hacked materials, including by posting hacked content directly 
12 or by linking to hacked content hosted on other websites, but provides that 
13 users “can discuss a hack that has taken place.”10 

14  Private Information Policy. Prohibits Twitter users from sharing certain 
15 information about others without permission, including contact 

7 MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 3; id., Ex. A (Decl. of Yoel Roth, Head of Site Integrity, Twitter) [hereinafter 
Roth Decl.]; Twitter Resp. at 4 (Mar. 5, 2021), MUR 7868 [hereinafter MUR 7868 Twitter Resp.].  Twitter’s Terms 
of Service specify that Twitter has the authority to “remove or refuse to distribute any Content, . . . limit distribution 
or visibility of any Content, . . . suspend or terminate users, and reclaim usernames.”  Twitter Terms of Service, 
TWITTER (June 18, 2020), https://twitter.com/en/tos; MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 2. 
8 MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 3 (quoting TWITTER, INC., 2020 OCTOBER QUARTERLY REPORT at 46 (Oct. 30, 
2020)). 
9 TWITTER, INC., 2020 OCTOBER QUARTERLY REPORT at 46 (Oct. 30, 2020), https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloud 
front net/CIK-0001418091/cb1d93d5-13d2-4d03-96b4-c90efe5ac5fc.pdf; see also TWITTER, INC., 2020 JULY 
QUARTERLY REPORT at 46 (July 31, 2020), https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001418091/51caa042-
6314-4604-92ee-98dfb080ac5b.pdf, MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 2. 
10 TWITTER, DISTRIBUTION OF HACKED MATERIALS POLICY (Mar. 2019) [hereinafter Twitter Hacked 
Materials Policy], https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/hacked-materials [https://web.archive.org/web/ 
20200930214928/https:/help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/hacked-materials]. Twitter has subsequently revised 
its policy to limit blocking hacked materials shared directly by the hacker; with respect to hacked materials shared 
by others, it may append labels providing context regarding the source of the material.  See TWITTER, DISTRIBUTION 
OF HACKED MATERIALS POLICY (Oct. 2020), https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/hacked-materials (“As 
such, we don’t permit the use of our services to directly distribute content obtained through hacking by the people or 
groups associated with a hack. In addition, we may label Tweets containing or linking to hacked materials to help 
people understand the authenticity or source of these materials and provide additional context.”).  References to the 
policy throughout this Report are to the version in effect at the time Twitter took the actions at issue in these matters, 
dated March 2019. 
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1 information; physical location; identity documents; financial account 
2 information; and medical records.11 

3  Civic Integrity Policy. Prohibits users from using Twitter to 
4 “manipulat[e] or interfere[e] in elections or other civic processes.”12 

5 Twitter enforces this policy by labeling or removing information deemed 
6 false or misleading and “intended to undermine public confidence in an 
7 election.”13  Prior to the 2020 election, Twitter publicly announced that 
8 candidates would not be permitted to “claim an election win before it is 
9 authoritatively called” by either one of a list of state election officials or 

10 two or more national news outlets.14  Twitter states that it enacted the Civil 
11 Integrity Policy to protect “the integrity of the election conversation.”15 

12 B. Twitter’s Response to the October 2020 New York Post Articles 

13 On October 14 and 15, 2020, the New York Post published three articles relating to 

14 emails purportedly obtained from a laptop belonging to Joe Biden’s son, Hunter.16  The emails 

15 allegedly suggested that Hunter Biden used his relationship with his father to further his business 

11 TWITTER, PRIVATE INFORMATION POLICY (Mar. 2019) [hereinafter Twitter Private Information Policy], 
https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/personal-information. 
12 TWITTER, CIVIC INTEGRITY POLICY (Oct. 2020) [hereinafter Twitter Civic Integrity Policy], https://help. 
twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/election-integrity-policy [https://web.archive.org/web/20201101021029/https:// 
help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/election-integrity-policy].  Twitter has sense amended its policy.  TWITTER, 
CIVIC INTEGRITY POLICY (Jan. 2021), https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/election-integrity-policy. 
References to the policy throughout this report are to the prior version dated October 2020.  The relevant portions of 
the Policy are substantively identical to that currently in effect. 
13 MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 4. 
14 Vijaya Gadde & Kayvon Beykpour, Additional Steps We’re Taking Ahead of the 2020 US Election, 
BLOG.TWITTER (Oct. 9, 2020), https://blog.twitter.com/en us/topics/company/2020/2020-election-changes html. 
15 MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 4 & n.14; Twitter Safety, Expanding Our Policies to Further Protect the Civic 
Conversation, BLOG.TWITTER (Sept. 10, 2020), https://blog.twitter.com/en us/topics/company/2020/civic-integrity-
policy-update html. 
16 Emma-Jo Morris & Gabrielle Fonrouge, Smoking-Gun Email Reveals How Hunter Biden Introduced 
Ukrainian Businessman to VP Dad, N.Y. POST (Oct. 14, 2020), https://nypost.com/2020/10/14/email-reveals-how-
hunter-biden-introduced-ukrainian-biz-man-to-dad/ (cited in Compls., passim); Emma-Jo Morris & Gabrielle 
Fonrouge, Hunter Biden Emails Show Leveraging Connections with his Father to Boost Burisma Pay, N.Y. POST 
(Oct. 14, 2020), https://nypost.com/2020/10/ 14/hunter-biden-emails-show-leveraging-connections-with-dad-to-
boost-burisma-pay/ (cited in Compls., passim); Emma-Jo Morris & Gabrielle Fonrouge, Emails Reveal How Hunter 
Biden Tried to Cash In Big on Behalf of Family with Chinese Firm, N.Y. POST (Oct. 15, 2020), https://nypost.com/ 
2020/10/15/emails-reveal-how-hunter-biden-tried-to-cash-in-big-with-chinese-firm/ (cited in Compls., passim) 
(collectively, the “New York Post articles”). 
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1 dealings in Ukraine, and other materials included a video appearing to show Hunter Biden 

2 engaging in illegal activity.17  The New York Post articles republished some of these materials.18 

3 Twitter states that, on October 14, its Site Integrity Team, part of its Trust & Safety 

4 department, reviewed the first of the New York Post articles for compliance with Twitter’s 

5 policies and determined that the materials were potentially obtained through hacking and that the 

6 materials contained private email addresses and phone numbers.19  Twitter states that the Site 

7 Integrity Team escalated the issues to leadership within Twitter’s Trust & Safety department, and 

8 that, pursuant to its Hacked Materials and Private Information policies, Twitter’s Trust & Safety 

9 leadership team determined to block users from sharing links to the New York Post articles and 

10 prevent users who had previously shared the articles from sending new tweets until they deleted 

11 their previous tweets sharing the articles.20  Twitter states that all users were permitted to discuss 

12 the content of the New York Post articles so long as they did not link to or share the articles 

13 containing the hacked and private information.21  In a declaration submitted with Twitter’s 

14 Response, the head of Twitter’s Site Integrity Team attests that Twitter received official 

15 warnings throughout 2020 from federal law enforcement that “malign state actors” might hack 

16 and release materials associated with political campaigns and that Hunter Biden might be a target 

17 of one such operation.22 

17 See MUR 7821 Compl. at 2; MUR 7821 Compl. at 2-3; MUR 7868 Compl. at 1. 
18 New York Post articles, supra note 16 
19 MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 6; Roth Decl. at 3. 
20 MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 5-7; Roth Decl. at 3.  Twitter states that it does not delete users’ tweets, but 
instead restricts them from posting additional content until they delete any tweets in violation of Twitter’s policies.  
MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 7. 
21 MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 7. 
22 Id. at 5-6; Roth Decl. at 2-3.  The head of Twitter’s Site Integrity Team, Yoel Roth, attests that:  “[F]ederal 
law enforcement agencies communicated that they expected ‘hack-and-leak operations’ by state actors might occur 
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1 C. Other Alleged Twitter Actions 

2 Aside from the main allegation among the three Complaints that Twitter made an in-kind 

3 contribution to the Biden campaign through its response to the New York Post articles, the MUR 

4 7868 Complaint alleges that Twitter made contributions to the Biden Committee in several other 

5 ways. First, the MUR 7868 Complaint points to labels that Twitter placed on certain of Donald 

6 Trump’s tweets leading up to and following the 2020 election concerning alleged voter fraud and 

7 that he had won the 2020 presidential election, which stated that “claims about election fraud are 

8 disputed,” and that “the [Associated Press] has called the race differently.”23  Neither the MUR 

9 7868 Complaint nor the Responses provide examples of Trump’s tweets, which are currently 

10 unavailable on the Twitter platform, or of the labels applied to these tweets.  Twitter states that, 

11 in addition to Trump, it similarly labeled approximately 300,000 tweets, and 456 tweets also 

12 received warning messages,24 including a number of tweets by Trump.25  Twitter asserts that it 

13 labeled tweets and issued warning messages to enforce its Civic Integrity Policy.26  As discussed 

14 above, prior to the election, Twitter publicly announced that candidates would not be permitted 

in the period shortly before the 2020 presidential election . . . .  I also learned in these meetings that there were 
rumors that a hack-and-leak operation would involve Hunter Biden.”  Roth Decl. at 2-3. 
23 MUR 7868 Compl. at 2. 
24 MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 5; Vijaya Gadde & Kayvon Beykpour, An Update On Our Work Around the 
2020 US Elections, BLOG.TWITTER (Nov. 12, 2020), https://blog.twitter.com/en us/topics/company/2020/2020-
election-update html. 
25 MUR 7868 Compl. at 2. Neither the Complaint nor the Response indicate how many of Trump’s tweets 
were so labeled. 
26 MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 12. 
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1 to “claim an election win before it is authoritatively called” by either state election officials or 

2 two or more national news outlets.27 

3 Second, the MUR 7868 Complaint alleges that Twitter “filter[ed] out, and limit[ed] the 

4 reach and visibility of conservative, [R]epublican, and pro-Trump voices,”28 a practice known as 

5 “shadow banning.” The Complaint points to a news article covering an issue on Twitter’s 

6 platform regarding auto-population of the search field, which appeared to exclude prominent 

7 conservative accounts from appearing as suggested results to user searches.29  Twitter 

8 spokespersons contended at the time that the issue occurred due to a technological error that was 

9 “not limited to a certain political affiliation or geography.”30  News reports reflect that the issue 

10 was resolved within a day of media outlets reporting on it.31  Twitter argues that the Complaint 

11 has failed to present any evidence to support the allegation that it shadow banned Republican 

12 accounts.32 

13 Third, the MUR 7868 Complaint alleges that Twitter suppressed coverage of an October 

14 2020 Tucker Carlson interview of Tony Bobulinski, an alleged former business associate of 

27 Gadde & Beykpour, supra note 14. 
28 MUR 7868 Compl. at 2. 
29 Alex Thompson, Twitter Appears to Have Fixed “Shadow Ban” of Prominent Republicans Like the RNC 
Chair and Trump Jr.’s Spokesman, VICE NEWS (July 25, 2018), https://www. vice.com/en/article/43paqq/twitter-is-
shadow-banning-prominent-republicans-like-the-rnc-chair-and-trump-jrs-spokesman (cited in MUR 7868 Comp. at 
2 n.4) (“Twitter is limiting the visibility of prominent Republicans in search results — a technique known as 
“shadow banning” — in what it says is a side effect of its attempts to improve the quality of discourse on the 
platform.”). 
30 Vijaya Gadde & Kayvon Beykpour, Setting the Record Straight on Shadow Banning, BLOG.TWITTER (July 
26, 2018), https://blog.twitter.com/en us/topics/company/2018/Setting-the-record-straight-on-shadow-banning html; 
see also MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 8. 
31 Thompson, supra note 29 (“UPDATE: July 26, 10:00 AM:  Twitter appears to have adjusted its platform 
overnight to no longer limit the visibility of some prominent Republicans in its search results.” (emphasis in 
original)). 
32 MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 7-8. 
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1 Hunter Biden, who claimed that Joe Biden had been involved in his son’s foreign business 

2 ventures.33  According to a news report cited by the Complaint, Twitter users shared the video 

3 over 65,000 times and the video collected “more than 115,000 likes.”34  However, the interview 

4 did not “trend” — i.e., appear on Twitter’s list of most active topics.35  The Complaint appears to 

5 allege that, given the video’s popularity, Twitter must have taken action to prevent it from 

6 trending on the platform.36  Twitter denies that it in any way “undertook to suppress the 

7 Bobulinski story” and asserts that the interview was viewed over 2.5 million times on Twitter as 

8 support for its contention that it did not suppress the story.37 

9 Fourth, the MUR 7868 Complaint further alleges that Twitter suppressed coverage of 

10 lawsuits regarding election fraud in the 2020 election,38 pointing to the fact that, in November 

11 2020, Twitter blocked users from linking to a lawsuit filed in Georgia challenging the state’s 

12 election results, marking the link as “unsafe.”39  Twitter states that this was an error, and that the 

13 issue was “quickly resolved upon discovery.”40 

33 Tucker Carlson (@TuckerCarlson), TWITTER (Oct. 27, 2020, 9:30 PM), https://twitter.com/TuckerCarlson/ 
status/1321263064319217665 (tweeting video of Bobulinski interview). 
34 Mili Godio, Tucker Carlson’s Tony Bobulinski Interview Viewed Over 2.5 Million Times on Twitter, as 
Trump Says Big Tech Is Suppressing the “Biden Corruption” Story, NEWSWEEK (Oct. 28, 2020), https://www news 
week.com/tucker-carlsons-tony-bobulinski-interview-viewed-over-25-million-times-twitter-trump-says-big-1543001 
(cited in MUR 7868 Compl. at 2 n.2). 
35 Id. 
36 MUR 7868 Compl. at 2 & n.2. 
37 MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 9. 
38 MUR 7868 Compl. at 2 & n.3. 
39 Id. at 2; MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 9; Jonathan Garber, Twitter Claims It Has Reversed Ban of Link to 
Sidney Powell’s Georgia Election Lawsuit, FOX BUS. (Nov. 26, 2020), https://www.foxbusiness.com/markets/ 
twitter-claims-reversed-censorship-of-link-to-attorney-sidney-powells-lawsuit-seeking-to-decertify-overturn-
georgia-election-results (citied in MUR 7868 Compl. at 2 n.3). 
40 MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 9; see also Garber, supra note 39 (quoting Twitter spokesperson as stating, 
“The URL referenced was mistakenly marked under our unsafe links policy — this action has now been reversed”). 
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1 Finally, the MUR 7868 Complaint also alleges that Twitter coordinated its activities with 

2 the Biden Committee, based on the fact that Twitter’s former director of public policy joined the 

3 Biden transition team.41  Twitter and the Biden Committee both deny that they ever discussed 

4 Twitter’s enforcement of its policies, both generally and with respect to the actions at issue 

5 here.42  In a sworn declaration, Twitter’s Head of U.S. Public Policy states that neither she nor 

6 any Twitter employees of which she is aware were contacted by the Biden Committee prior to 

7 Twitter’s policy enforcement determinations.43  The Biden Committee states that the Biden 

8 transition team, which hired a former Twitter Public Policy Director, and which the Complaint 

9 alleges shows a relationship between Twitter and the Biden Committee, is a separate entity from 

10 the Biden Committee.44 

11 II. LEGAL ANALYSIS 

12 A. Relevant Law Concerning Contributions 

13 The Act prohibits corporations from making contributions to federal candidates, and 

14 likewise bars candidates, political committees (other than independent expenditure-only political 

41 MUR 7868 Compl. at 2; see also MUR 7821 Compl. at 3 (observing that “there appears to be a revolving 
door between the Biden campaign and the company” and pointing to the same director of public policy mentioned in 
the MUR 7868 Complaint as well as the fact that the former press secretary for Kamala Harris, Biden’s running-
mate, now works for Twitter).  The MUR 7821 Complaint does not explicitly allege that Biden or the Biden 
Committee coordinated with Twitter. 
42 MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 1, 11-12; MUR 7827 Twitter Resp. at 3, 7, 17-18; MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 
1, 13-14; MUR 7868 Biden Committee Resp. at 3-5. 
43 MUR 7821 Resp, Ex. B (Decl. of Lauren Culbertson, Head of U.S. Public Policy, Twitter) [hereinafter 
Culbertson Decl.] (identifying her team as the point of contact for political campaigns). 
44 MUR 7868 Biden Committee Resp. at 4 (“Mr. Monje and Ms. Hertz are not now, and were not at the time 
of their hiring, employees of the Committee.”) 
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1 committees and committees with hybrid accounts), and other persons from knowingly accepting 

2 or receiving corporate contributions.45 

3 Under the Act, a “contribution” includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit 

4 of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election 

5 for Federal office.46  The term “anything of value” includes “all in-kind contributions.”47  In-kind 

6 contributions include “coordinated expenditures,” that is, expenditures “made by any person in 

7 cooperation, consultation or in concert, with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candidate, his 

8 [or her] authorized committees, or their agents.”48  Under Commission regulations, a 

9 communication is considered coordinated and thus treated as an in-kind contribution when it is:  

10 (1) paid for by a third-party; (2) satisfies one of five content standards; and (3) satisfies one of 

11 five conduct standards.49  All three prongs are required in order for the communication to be 

12 considered a coordinated communication and treated as an in-kind contribution under these 

13 regulations.50  In-kind contributions also include “provision of any goods or services without 

14 charge or at a charge that is less than the usual and normal charge for such goods or services.”51 

15 The Commission has concluded that a commercial vendor providing services to political 

16 committees will not make a contribution for the purpose of influencing an election when its 

17 business activity “reflects commercial considerations and does not reflect considerations outside 

45 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); accord 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(a), (d). 
46 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A); accord 11 C.F.R. § 100.52. 
47 11 C.F.R. § 100.52(d). 
48 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B); 11 C.F.R. § 109.20. 
49 11 C.F.R. § 109.21(a). 
50 See id. 
51 Id. § 100.52(d) (listing examples of goods or services, such as securities, facilities, equipment, supplies, 
personnel, advertising services, membership lists, and mailing lists). 
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1 of a business relationship.”52  A commercial vendor need not make its services available to 

2 committees representing all political ideologies, but rather may establish objective business 

3 criteria to protect commercial viability of its business without making contributions to the 

4 committees that meet those criteria.53 

5 The Commission has long considered activity engaged in for bona fide commercial 

6 reasons not to be “for the purpose of influencing an election,” and thus, not a contribution or 

7 expenditure under section 30118(a).54  This is true even if a candidate benefitted from the 

8 commercial activity.55 

52 Advisory Opinion 2012-31 at 4 (AT&T). 
53 Advisory Opinion 2017-06 (Stein & Gottlieb) at 6 (“[A] commercial vendor, providing services to political 
committees . . . need not make its services available to committees representing all political ideologies, but rather 
may establish objective business criteria to protect the commercial viability of its business without making 
contributions to the committees that meet those criteria.”); Advisory Opinion 2004-06 at 1 (Meetup) (explaining that 
a corporation may provide goods and services to political committees without being considered to have made an in-
kind contribution so long as it does so “on the same terms and conditions available to all similarly situated persons 
in the general public”); Advisory Opinion 2012-26 at 10 (Cooper for Congress, et al.) (concluding that no 
contribution to committee resulted where its participation in a text message fundraising program was subject to 
“objective and . . . commercially reasonable” criteria). 
54 See, e.g., Factual & Legal Analysis at 4, MUR 6586 (World Wrestling Entertainment, Inc.) (finding that 
WWE acted with the “sole intent to defend its business reputation” and not for the purpose of influencing an election 
when WWE’s senior vice president sent a letter to a newspaper seeking a retraction of a negative article about 
Senate candidate Linda McMahon, who owned and served as CEO of WWE); First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 13 & 
Cert. ¶ 1 (June 7, 2005), MUR 5474 (Dog Eat Dog Films, et al.) (approving no reason to believe recommendation) 
(determining that distributors and marketers of Fahrenheit 9/11 film did so “in connection with bona fide 
commercial activity and not for the purpose of influencing an election”); Advisory Opinion 2018-11 at 4 (Microsoft 
Corp.) (concluding that commercially reasonable efforts “to protect [Microsoft’s] brand reputation” by providing 
election-sensitive customers with free account security services are not an in-kind contribution). 
55 See First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 16 & Cert. ¶ 5 (June 6, 1994), MUR 3622 (The Clinton/Gore ‘92 
Committee) (approving no reason to believe recommendation); First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 16, MUR 3622 (The 
Clinton/Gore ‘92 Committee) (“[T]he fact that any of these candidates . . . may have received an indirect benefit 
(dissemination of their political positions) as a result of the sale of these tapes does not convert commercial activity 
into a corporate contribution.”); Factual & Legal Analysis at 6, MUR 7024 (Van Hollen for Senate, et al.) (opining 
that the “question under the Act is whether the legal services were provided for the purpose of influencing a federal 
election, not whether they provided a benefit to Van Hollen’s campaign,” and concluding there was no contribution 
given the “absence of any objective or subjective indication” respondents acted for the purpose of influencing the 
election). 
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1 B. The Commission Finds No Reason to Believe That Twitter Made and the 
2 Biden Committee Knowingly Accepted and Failed to Report Prohibited In-
3 Kind Corporate Contributions 

4 As explained below, the actions taken by Twitter in response to the October 2020 New 

5 York Post articles, i.e., blocking users from tweeting hacked or personal information, and in 

6 response to Trump’s tweets regarding alleged voter fraud and the election results, i.e., labeling 

7 these tweets as disputed, appear to reflect bona fide commercial considerations rather than an 

8 effort to influence a federal election.  It appears that both of these actions were in accordance 

9 with Twitter’s pre-existing content policies, and that Twitter enacted these policies for 

10 commercial reasons ultimately relating to the protection of its brand and its ability to attract 

11 advertisers — i.e., its “commercial viability.”56  The remaining actions alleged by the MUR 7868 

12 Complaint, relating to “shadow banning,” suppressing video of the Bobulinski interview, and 

13 limiting coverage of post-election lawsuits, are vague, speculative, and otherwise not supported 

14 by the available information. Finally, there is no information in the current record to suggest that 

15 Twitter coordinated any of its activities with the Biden Committee. 

16 1. Blocking Sharing of the New York Post Articles 

17 Twitter acknowledges that, following the October 2020 publication of the New York Post 

18 articles at issue, Twitter blocked users from sharing links to the articles.  But Twitter states that 

19 this was because its Site Integrity Team assessed that the New York Post articles likely contained 

20 hacked and personal information, the sharing of which violated both Twitter’s Distribution of 

21 Hacked Materials and Private Information Policies.  Twitter points out that although sharing 

56 MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 2-3; see also MUR 7827 Twitter Resp. at 1 (“Twitter blocked potentially 
hacked content that contained private information such as email addresses, phone numbers, and personal 
photographs for bona fide commercial reasons and to enforce preexisting Rules and policies intended to protect the 
safety, integrity, and commercial viability of its social media platform.”). 
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1 links to the articles was blocked, users were still permitted to otherwise discuss the content of the 

2 New York Post articles because doing so did not directly involve spreading any hacked or 

3 personal information.57  Based on the information available to Twitter at the time, these actions 

4 appear to reflect Twitter’s stated commercial purpose of removing misinformation and other 

5 abusive content from its platform, not a purpose of influencing an election.58  Federal law 

6 enforcement agencies apparently communicated to Twitter that they expected hack-and-leak 

7 operations by state actors might occur in the period shortly before the 2020 presidential election 

8 and warned that such a hack-and-leak operation might involve Hunter Biden.59  Moreover, 

9 images of the materials plainly show unredacted email addresses and phone numbers.60  These 

10 circumstances appear to reflect a commercial, not electoral, basis for Twitter to have blocked 

11 users from sharing this information on its platform. 

12 Two of the Complaints argue that the materials at issue were not “hacked” and therefore 

13 were not in violation of Twitter’s Distribution of Hacked Materials policy.61  It remains unclear 

14 whether the materials were hacked under the meaning of Twitter’s policy, but what is relevant 

15 here is that Twitter’s contemporaneous assessment that these materials were hacked, based on 

16 warnings from federal intelligence agencies, was done in accordance with its existing content 

17 policies, which were adopted for commercial reasons.62  In any event, because the materials 

57 MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 2-7; Roth Decl. at 3; MUR 7827 Twitter Resp. at 1-3; MUR 7868 Twitter 
Resp. at 11-12; Twitter Hacked Materials Policy; Twitter Private Information Policy. 
58 Twitter has identified that “a decrease in the perceived quality, usefulness, trustworthiness or relevance of 
the content generated by people on Twitter or content partners” may have a “potentially negative” effect on its 
business. See supra note 9 and accompanying text. 
59 Roth Decl. ¶¶ 10-11. 
60 New York Post articles, supra note 16. 
61 MUR 7821 Compl. at 3; MUR 7827 Compl. at 3-4. 
62 Roth Decl. ¶¶ 10-11 (“I have had regular meetings with the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, 
the Department of Homeland Security, the FBI, and industry peers regarding election security. . . . During these 
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1 contained personal information, which was apparent on their face, Twitter could have separately 

2 blocked users from sharing the materials, given the apparent violation of Twitter’s Private 

3 Information Policy.63 

4 Two of the Complaints allege that, even if Twitter did follow its policies, Twitter has 

5 been inconsistent in the enforcement of its policies, reflecting an ideological bias.64  However, 

6 the Complaints do not provide convincing information to support their claim.  Their main 

7 argument is to present a contrast between Twitter’s treatment of the New York Post articles and 

8 its treatment of a New York Times story on Trump’s leaked tax returns that Twitter did not block 

9 or suppress.  However, as Twitter’s Response points out, unlike the New York Post articles, the 

10 New York Times article only discussed but did not republish the tax returns at issue, and thus did 

11 not contain any hacked or private information.65  Accordingly, it does not appear there was a 

12 basis for Twitter to have identified a violation of its rules that would have justified blocking 

13 users from sharing the New York Times articles. In short, the allegedly differing treatment 

weekly meetings, the federal law enforcement agencies communicated that they expected ‘hack-and-leak’ operations 
by state actors might occur in the period shortly before the 2020 presidential election . . . [and] that there were 
rumors that a hack-and-leak operation would involve Hunter Biden.”). 
63 Twitter Private Information Policy (“Under this policy, you can’t share the following types of private 
information, without the permission of the person who it belongs to: . . . contact information, including non-public 
personal phone numbers or email addresses . . . .”). 
64 MUR 7821 Compl. at 3-4; MUR 7827 Compl. at 5-6. 
65 MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 10 n.51; MUR 7827 Twitter Resp. at 3; see Twitter Hacked Materials Policy 
(“[T]his policy only addresses instances in which the materials themselves are being distributed — not discussions 
of or reporting about hacking which refer to but do not embed or link to the materials themselves.  Tweets referring 
to a hack or discussing hacked materials would not be considered a violation of this policy unless materials 
associated with the hack are directly distributed in the text of a Tweet, in an image shared on Twitter, or in links to 
hacked content hosted on other websites.”); Twitter Private Information Policy (listing only categories of personal 
information such as “home address or physical location information,” “identity documents, including . . . social 
security or other national identity numbers,” and “biometric data or medical records” as “in violation of this 
policy”). 
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1 identified by the MUR 7821 and 7827 Complaints does not show that Twitter’s actions were 

2 inconsistent. 

3 In sum, Twitter has credibly explained that its actions to block uses from sharing links to 

4 the New York Post articles were undertaken for commercial reasons and thus did not constitute a 

5 contribution within the meaning of the Act. 

6 2. Labeling Trump’s Tweets 

7 Leading up to and following the 2020 election, Twitter placed labels on certain of 

8 Trump’s tweets concerning alleged voter fraud (informing readers that his claims of voters fraud 

9 were disputed) and tweets in which Trump claimed that he had won the election (informing 

10 readers that the Associated Press had called the race for Joe Biden).66  The MUR 7868 

11 Complaint alleges that these labels constituted “an in-kind contribution, and [were] equivalent to 

12 offering free advertising [to] the Biden campaign.”67 

13 Although the available information suggests that Twitter may have met the payment 

14 prong of the coordinated communications test by expending corporate resources to add the labels 

15 to Trump’s tweets, neither the “content” or the “conduct” prongs appear to be satisfied. 

16 First, the content standards in the regulation all require a communication to be either an 

17 “electioneering communication” or a “public communication,” neither of which appears to apply 

18 to Twitter’s activities.68  An electioneering communication is “any broadcast, cable, or satellite 

19 communication” that refers to a “clearly identified candidate for Federal office,” is publicly 

20 distributed within a certain time before the election, depending on the office, and meets certain 

66 MUR 7868 Compl. at 2. 
67 Id. 
68 See 11 C.F.R. § 109.21(c) (content standards). 
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1 requirements regarding the audience, depending on the office.69  Twitter’s labeling of Trump’s 

2 tweets was published on the internet, not distributed on broadcast, cable, or satellite, and 

3 therefore does not legally qualify as an electioneering communication.  Alternatively, a public 

4 communication is “a communication by means of any broadcast, cable, or satellite 

5 communication, newspaper, magazine, outdoor advertising facility, mass mailing, or telephone 

6 bank to the general public, or any other form of general public political advertising.”70  The 

7 Commission’s implementing regulation provides that public communications “shall not include 

8 communications over the Internet, except for communications placed for a fee on another 

9 person’s Web site.”71  While Twitter’s labels are internet communications, the available 

10 information indicates that Twitter did not place them for a fee on another person’s website, but 

11 rather on its own. As such, these posts do not appear to be public communications.  

12 Second, each of the conduct standards requires some interaction with the allegedly 

13 coordinating candidate or campaign regarding the communication, such as a request or 

14 suggestion, substantial discussions, or use of a common vendor, but there is no indication of any 

15 such interaction between Twitter and the Biden Committee.72  The MUR 7868 Complaint does 

16 not allege, and there is no other information to suggest, that Twitter added the labels to Trump’s 

17 tweets in coordination with the Biden Committee. In sum, the content and conduct prongs of the 

18 three-part test are not satisfied, and thus no basis to conclude that there was a coordinated 

19 communication. 

69 52 U.S.C. § 30104(f)(3) (definition of electioneering communication); 11 C.F.R. § 100.29 (same). 
70 52 U.S.C. § 30101(22) (definition of public communication); 11 C.F.R. § 100.26 (same). 
71 11 C.F.R. § 100.26. 
72 See id. § 109.21(d) (conduct standards); see also id. 109.21(e) (stating that an agreement or formal 
collaboration “is not required for a communication to be a coordinated communication”). 
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1 The available information likewise does not indicate that Twitter’s costs in labeling 

2 Trump’s tweets satisfy the definition of coordinated expenditure — the analysis here focuses on 

3 any payments by Twitter that were “not made for communications.”73  To the extent that Twitter 

4 incurred any costs unrelated to communications, there is still nothing to suggest that Twitter 

5 made the payments “in cooperation, consultation or concert with, or at the request or suggestion 

6 of” any candidate, for the reasons stated above with respect to the conduct prong of the 

7 coordinated communication test.74  Again, there is no information from which to infer that 

8 Twitter had such contact with the Biden Committee.  Accordingly, there is no basis to infer that 

9 any payments by Twitter were coordinated expenditures.75 

10 In conclusion, there is no information to suggest that Twitter and the Biden Committee 

11 coordinated Twitter’s labeling of Trump’s tweets concerning alleged voter fraud and claims that 

12 he had won the 2020 election. Moreover, Twitter has presented information to suggest that its 

13 actions were undertaken to advance its commercial interest and not made for the purpose of 

14 influencing a federal election. Therefore, it does not appear that Twitter’s labeling of Trump’s 

15 tweets resulted in an in-kind contribution from Twitter to the Trump campaign. 

16 3. Alleged Shadow Banning, Suppression of the Bobulinski Interview, and 
17 Limiting of Coverage of Lawsuits Regarding Election Fraud 

18 With respect to Twitter’s other alleged activities, including “shadow banning” prominent 

19 Republican Twitter users, suppressing Tucker Carlson’s interview of Tony Bobulinski, and 

73 Coordinated and Independent Expenditures, 68 Fed. Reg. at 425; see Advisory Opinion 2011-14 at 4 (Utah 
Bankers Ass’n). 
74 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i); 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a). 
75 The available information does not suggest any direct or indirect contact between Twitter and the Biden 
Committee about the labeling of Trump’s tweets, such that Twitter might have provided anything of value to the 
Biden Committee. 
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1 suppressing coverage of election fraud lawsuits, Twitter has credibly denied that the alleged 

2 activity occurred, or explained that the events alleged were the result of inadvertent technological 

3 errors rather than intentional determinations.76 

4 First, the MUR 7868 Complaint claims that Twitter took actions to limit the “reach and 

5 visibility” of conservative voices on its platform.77  But the very news article cited by the 

6 Complaint does not support the Complaint’s conclusion that suppression occurred:  The article 

7 instead describes an error regarding Twitter’s search feature that was “not limited to a certain 

8 political affiliation” and which was quickly remedied after it was identified.78 

9 Second, the MUR 7868 Complaint provides statistics about the popularity of a video 

10 showing a Tucker Carlson interview and claims that it should have “trended” on Twitter but did 

11 not, arguing that Twitter must have “suppressed” the interview to prevent it from doing so.79 

12 However, the Complaint does not provide any specific allegations as to how Twitter may have 

13 suppressed the interview, or why it would have allowed it to be shared but not allow it to trend.80 

14 Twitter denies that it took any action to manipulate whether the interview would trend, but it also 

15 does not explain why the apparently popular video did not trend despite users sharing it 2.5 

16 million times.81  Nonetheless, the Commission is aware of no information that contradicts 

17 Twitter’s denial, and the MUR 7868 Complaint itself presents only a theory that the popularity of 

76 See Part II.C, supra. 
77 MUR 7868 Compl. at 2. 
78 Thompson, supra note 29 (“UPDATE: July 26, 10:00 AM:  Twitter appears to have adjusted its platform 
overnight to no longer limit the visibility of some prominent Republicans in its search results.” (emphasis in 
original)). 
79 MUR 7868 Compl. at 2 & n.2. 
80 See id. at 2. 
81 MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 8-9. 
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1 the video should have made it trend in the way that was apparently expected without any 

2 supporting information or statistics. 

3 Third, the MUR 7868 Complaint claims that Twitter suppressed coverage of lawsuits 

4 filed regarding the 2020 election.82  The Complaint again cites to information that does not 

5 appear to support its claim.  It points to a news article that reported how Twitter blocked users 

6 from linking to a lawsuit filed in Georgia, but which also quotes a Twitter spokesperson as 

7 stating that this was an error and that it was quickly resolved.83  The Complaint does not identify 

8 any other instances of alleged suppression of election lawsuits other than this apparently isolated 

9 and inadvertent instance. The MUR 7868 Complaint presents no information contradicting 

10 Twitter’s explanations, and cites only to press articles, many of which in fact support Twitter’s 

11 claims that the alleged activity was done in error and quickly remedied.84 

12 4. Alleged Coordination 

13 Finally, there is no basis to conclude that Twitter coordinated any of its actions with 

14 Biden or his campaign — i.e., that Twitter undertook these actions “in cooperation, consultation 

15 or concert with, or at the request or suggestion of” Biden or the Biden Committee.85  The 

16 Complaint relies upon the fact that a former Twitter employee was hired by the Biden transition 

17 team following the 2020 election.86  Without more, this fact does not plausibly suggest that, 

18 during the election, prior to this individual’s hiring by the transition team, Twitter coordinated its 

19 response to the New York Post articles or labeling of Trump’s tweets with Biden or the Biden 

82 MUR 7868 Compl. at 2. 
83 Garber, supra note 39 (quoting Twitter spokesperson as stating, “The URL referenced was mistakenly 
marked under our unsafe links policy—this action has now been reversed”). 
84 See, e.g., id.; Thompson, supra note 29. 
85 11 C.F.R. § 109.20 (definition of coordinated expenditure). 
86 MUR 7868 Compl. at 2. 
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1 Committee. Both Twitter and the Biden Committee expressly deny that Twitter’s policy 

2 enforcement determinations were ever discussed with or influenced by the Biden Committee.87 

3 Twitter submitted a sworn declaration by its Head of U.S. Public Policy attesting that neither she 

4 nor any other Twitter employee “received any communications from or had any communications 

5 with representatives of [the Biden Committee] . . . before Twitter implemented the enforcement 

6 actions on October 14, 2020.”88 

7 * * * 

8 As discussed above, the information before the Commission indicates that Twitter’s 

9 actions in response to the New York Post articles (blocking apparently hacked and personal 

10 information) were undertaken for commercial reasons and not for the purpose of influencing an 

11 election. Consequently, because Twitter’s actions reflect a commercial, rather than electoral, 

12 purpose, they were not contributions.  Further, the information available indicates that Twitter’s 

13 actions regarding Trump’s tweets (labeling apparent misinformation about the election) were not 

14 coordinated with the Biden Committee, and as such also did not constitute contributions.  

15 Regarding Twitter’s alleged shadow banning, limiting the visibility of the Bobulinski interview, 

16 and suppression of election lawsuits, the allegations as a whole are vague, speculative, and 

17 unsupported.89  Finally, not only does the available information indicate that Twitter acted with a 

18 bona fide commercial purpose and not an electoral one, but there is also no information 

19 indicating that Twitter coordinated its activities with the Biden Committee. 

87 MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 13-14; MUR 7868 Biden Committee Resp. at 4. 
88 Culbertson Decl. at ¶ 9. 
89 Statement of Reasons at 1, Comm’rs Mason, Sandstrom, Smith & Thomas, MUR 4960 (Hillary Rodham 
Clinton for U.S. Senate Exploratory Comm., et al.). 
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1 Therefore, the Commission finds no reason to believe that Twitter made prohibited in-

2 kind corporate contributions in violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. §§ 109.21, 

3 114.2(b); finds no reason to believe that Biden for President knowingly accepted or received and 

4 failed to report contributions in violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b)(3)(A), 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. 

5 §§ 104.3(a), 114.2(d); and finds no reason to believe that Jack Dorsey, Twitter’s CEO, and 

6 Brandon Borrman, Twitter’s Vice President, Global Communications, violated 52 U.S.C. § 

7 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(e) by consenting to prohibited corporate contributions. 
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	The actions of Respondents violate federal campaign finance law as more fully described below. 

	FACTS OF THE VIOLATION 
	FACTS OF THE VIOLATION 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Complainant Tea Paity Patriots Foundation is a Georgia nonpaitisan, nonprofit charitable and educational foundation ("TPPF") that provides grassroots training and educational resources to the largest network ofgrassroots Tea Party groups in the countiy. One of its missions is to teach citizens how to use social media resources, such as Twitter, to communicate news, infonnation, and updates about cmTent issues ofinterest to citizens. TPPF has invested resources in building its presence on Twitter and other s

	2. 
	2. 
	Respondent Twitter, fuc. is a publicly traded corporation with its principal place of business in San Francisco, California. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Respondent Jack Dorsey is the ChiefExecutive Officer and Director ofTwitter. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Respondent Brandon Bonman is the Vice-President of Global Communications of Twitter. 

	5. 
	5. 
	On October 14, 2020, the New York Post published a front page story that casts doubt on the tiuthfulness ofPresidential candidate Joe Biden. Biden has denied any / all involvement with his son's, Hunter Biden, 'business' activities in Ukraine when Biden was responsible for U.S.-Ukrainian policy during the Obama administi·ation and has repeatedly denied having met with any ofhis son's Ukrainian business 
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	associates. The New YorkPost sto1y on October 14, 2020 published emails from a computer belonging to Hunter Biden which show at least one meeting involving Joe Biden and a Ukrainian business associate of Hunter Biden's (the "NY Post Sto1y").
	1 

	6. 
	6. 
	6. 
	The New YorkPost has a Twitter account and regularly ' tweets' links to 'breaking news & features from the New York Post', as described on its Twitter home page.
	2 


	7. 
	7. 
	According to data published on its Twitter home page, the New YorkPost has 1.8 million Twitter followers.
	3 


	8. 
	8. 
	Upon publishing its front page sto1y on October 14, 2020, the New YorkPost also tweeted the sto1y from its Twitter account as it does regularly for 'breaking news'. 

	9. 
	9. 
	Twitter, within moments of the tweet linking to the NY Post Sto1y blocked the link. According to The Guardian "[i]n an unprecedented step against a major news publication, Twitter blocked users from posting links to the Post story or photos from the unconfnmed report. Users attempting to share the sto1y were shown a notice saying: 'We can't complete this request because this link has been identified by Twitter or our partners as being potentially ha1mful. "' Users clicking or retweeting 
	the link ah-eady posted to Twitter are shown a warning that the "link may be unsafe".
	4 


	10. 
	10. 
	Respondent Bonman falsely stated to the public that the reason for blocking the NY Post Story was that it was "content obtained through hacking that contains private info1mation" ...and fmiher said 'the company had blocked links before under the policy, but did not specify when. "'
	5 


	Gabrielle Fonrouge and Emma-Jo Morris, Smoking-gun email reveals how Hunter Eiden introduced Ukrainian businessman to VP dad, New York Post (Oct. 14, 2020, 5:00 AM.), 14/email-reveals-howhunter-biden-introduced-ukrainian-biz-man-to-dad/. @nypost, Twitter, t111itter.co111!nVJJosf?s=J I. Id. Kari Paul, Facebookand Twitter resflict controversial New York Post sto,y on Joe Eiden, The Guardian (Oct. 14, 2020, 10:36 P.M.), Elizabeth Dwoskin, Facebook and Twitter take unusual steps to limit spread ofNe,v York Pos
	Gabrielle Fonrouge and Emma-Jo Morris, Smoking-gun email reveals how Hunter Eiden introduced Ukrainian businessman to VP dad, New York Post (Oct. 14, 2020, 5:00 AM.), 14/email-reveals-howhunter-biden-introduced-ukrainian-biz-man-to-dad/. @nypost, Twitter, t111itter.co111!nVJJosf?s=J I. Id. Kari Paul, Facebookand Twitter resflict controversial New York Post sto,y on Joe Eiden, The Guardian (Oct. 14, 2020, 10:36 P.M.), Elizabeth Dwoskin, Facebook and Twitter take unusual steps to limit spread ofNe,v York Pos
	Gabrielle Fonrouge and Emma-Jo Morris, Smoking-gun email reveals how Hunter Eiden introduced Ukrainian businessman to VP dad, New York Post (Oct. 14, 2020, 5:00 AM.), 14/email-reveals-howhunter-biden-introduced-ukrainian-biz-man-to-dad/. @nypost, Twitter, t111itter.co111!nVJJosf?s=J I. Id. Kari Paul, Facebookand Twitter resflict controversial New York Post sto,y on Joe Eiden, The Guardian (Oct. 14, 2020, 10:36 P.M.), Elizabeth Dwoskin, Facebook and Twitter take unusual steps to limit spread ofNe,v York Pos
	1 
	httJ?s://nypost.com/2020/10/ 
	2 
	3 
	4 
	httJ?s://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/oct/14/facebook-twitter-new-york-post-hunter-biden 
	5 
	httJ?s://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/ 
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	11. 
	11. 
	11. 
	The reason given by Respondents for blocking the NY Post Sto1y ("use of hacked material") is demonstrably false and a mere pretext, as the New York Post violated none of Respondents' published policies, mles, or guidelines.
	6 


	12. 
	12. 
	The source of the info1mation utilized to support the NY Post Story was not derived from hacking, rather the source was a laptop apparently belonging to and abandoned by Hunter Biden at a computer shop in Delaware.
	7 


	13. 
	13. 
	The owner ofthe computer shop, who is the source of the info1mation for the NY Post Sto1y, has come fo1ward and publicly identified himself, and has made known the circumstances by which he came into possession of Hunter Biden's computer and hard drive. No hacking was involved.
	8 


	14. 
	14. 
	Since Respondents' blocking of the NY Post Sto1y, there have been multiple public statements and confnmation that the source(s) ofthe info1mation were not based on unauthorized intrusion into the Hunter Biden laptop and no 'hacking' occurred.
	9 


	15. 
	15. 
	If, indeed, Respondents blocked the NY Post Sto1y on the basis ofits 'hacking' policy, now that it is confnmed that there was no hacking involved in the development of the aiiicle, Respondents have nonetheless refused to unlock the New York Post's Twitter account, which remains unable to make posts to this day. Jo 

	16. 
	16. 
	Respondents have made much ofchanging its c01porate policy on 'hacking' the day which is wholly inelevant to the real reason Respondents have blocked and continue to block the NY Post Story about Hunter Biden's illicit ties to foreign money, since no hacking occmTed with regard to the NY Post Sto1y and Respondents are well awai·e of that fact 
	following its blocking of the NY Post Story, 
	11 


	Twitter's General guidelines and policies, Distribution ofhacked material policy, policies/hacked-materials, (last visited Oct. 19, 2020). Charles Creitz, Giuliani: Computer shop owner whofound alleged Hunter Eiden emails told FBI he was 'really afraid', Fox News (Oct. 18, . Thomas Barrabi, Jacqui Heinrich, and Tara Prindiville, Hunter Eiden email sto,y: Computer repair store owner describes handing over laptop to FBI, Fox News (Oct. 15, emails-computer-repair-store-ovmer-john-paul-mac-isaac. 
	Twitter's General guidelines and policies, Distribution ofhacked material policy, policies/hacked-materials, (last visited Oct. 19, 2020). Charles Creitz, Giuliani: Computer shop owner whofound alleged Hunter Eiden emails told FBI he was 'really afraid', Fox News (Oct. 18, . Thomas Barrabi, Jacqui Heinrich, and Tara Prindiville, Hunter Eiden email sto,y: Computer repair store owner describes handing over laptop to FBI, Fox News (Oct. 15, emails-computer-repair-store-ovmer-john-paul-mac-isaac. 
	6 
	https://help.twitter.com/en/mles-and
	7 
	2020), https://www 
	foxnews.com/politics/mdy-giuliani-hunter-biden-emails-hard-drive
	8 
	2020)m https://www 
	foxnews.com/politics/hunter-biden


	Id. JO Audrey Conklin, Twitter refuses to unlock New York Post account unless Hunter Eiden posts deleted, Fox Business (Oct. 17see also @nypost, Twitter, twitter.co111/nyposf?s=I I . Natasha Lomas, Twitter changes its hacked materialspolicy in wak.e ofNew YorkPost controversy, Tech Crunch (Oct. 16, 16/twitter-changes-its-hacked-materials-policy-in-wake-of-newyork-post-controversy/? guccounter= 1. 
	Id. JO Audrey Conklin, Twitter refuses to unlock New York Post account unless Hunter Eiden posts deleted, Fox Business (Oct. 17see also @nypost, Twitter, twitter.co111/nyposf?s=I I . Natasha Lomas, Twitter changes its hacked materialspolicy in wak.e ofNew YorkPost controversy, Tech Crunch (Oct. 16, 16/twitter-changes-its-hacked-materials-policy-in-wake-of-newyork-post-controversy/? guccounter= 1. 
	9 
	, 2020), https://www.foxbusiness.com/technology/tv.ri.tter-has-refused-to-unlock-new-york-posts-account; 
	11 
	2020, 5 :07 A.M.), https:/ /techcmnch.com/2020/10/ 
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	17. 
	17. 
	17. 
	Since Respondents' illegal actions on October 14, 2020, using corporate resources to protect and advantage the Biden campaign by blocking the NY Post Sto1y, multiple additional emails have been released from the abandoned computer which contain additional damaging info1mation about fo1mer Vice-President Biden, his son Hunter and the family's foreign 
	money-making ventures.
	12 


	18. 
	18. 
	Respondents claim its mission is "to give everyone the power to create and share ideas and inf01mation, and to express their opinions and beliefs without barriers" (emphasis added),but in reality, Respondents are using corporate resources to suppo1t the Biden campaign and to oppose President Trnmp's reelection campaign by placing baITiers in front ofa news organization's ability to disseminate newswo1thy info1mation about Joe Biden on its platfo1m. 
	13 


	19. 
	19. 
	As proof of Respondents ' duplicity in illegally using corporate resources to suppo1t the Biden campaign and oppose President Trnmp's reelection, on September 27, 2020, the New York Times published a sto1y based on purloined copies of the tax returns ofPresident Donald Trnmp ("the NY Times Story'') and immediately posted I linked to that sto1y on 
	its Twitter account.
	14 


	20. 
	20. 
	The NY Times Sto1y was based on documents and materials that were not authorized for release by their owner, President Trnmp, and the documents came into the possession ofthe New York Times in a still unexplained manner. ("An Editor's Note on the Trnmp Tax Investigation: We are not making the records themselves public because we do not want to jeopardize our sources, who have taken eno1mous personal risks to help info1m the public."). 
	15 


	21. 
	21. 
	In the days and weeks since the NY Times Story painting President T rnmp in an unfavorable light, the New York Times has published several additional stories on the same topic, relying on the same purloined materials, and Twitter has allowed multiple tweets and posts by the New York Times on the issue ofthe President's tax returns. In 


	Gabrielle Fonrouge and Emma-Jo Mon-is, Emails reveal how Hunter Biden tried to cash in big on behalfoffamily with Chinese firm, New York Post (Oct. 15, 2020, 5:00 AM.), 15/emails-reveal-how-hunterbiden-tried-to-cash-in-big-with-chinese-firm/. Twitter's Rules and policies, Hateful conduct policy, policy (last visited Oct. 19, 2020). @nytimes, Twitter (Sept. 27, 2020, 5: 10 P.M.), Russ Buettner, Susanne Craig and Mike McIntire, Long Concealed Records Show Trump 's Chronic Losses and Years ofTax Avoidance, T
	12 
	https://nypost.com/2020/10/ 
	13 
	https://help.twitter.com/en/ntles-and-policies/hateful-conduct
	14 
	https:lltwitter.comlnvtimeslstatus/1310325842535477248. 
	15 
	(Sept. 27, 2020), https://www 
	nytimes.com/interactive/2020/09/27/us/donald
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	fact, on the day after Respondents blocked all tweets seeking to disseminate the NY Post Story, Twitter allowed the New York Times to republish all their stories about the Trnmp tax returns, with the headline that appeared on the New York Times Twitter account, "Read om investigation on President Trnmp's Taxes."
	16 

	22. 
	22. 
	22. 
	Twitter has taken no action to block the New York Times Sto1y at any time since the New York Times began its series ofstories attacking the President, based on the unauthorized release ofand potentially hacked materials. 

	23. 
	23. 
	Not only did Respondents conspire to use their corporate resomces to limit the access to and knowledge ofthe NY Post Sto1y by locking the New York Post Twitter account, it also blocked all Twitter users from re-tweeting or posting links to the New York Post Sto1y up until October 16, 2020.
	17 


	24. 
	24. 
	Respondents blocked the Twitter accounts of White House Press Secretaiy Kayleigh McEnany in order to prevent the distribution of the NY Post Sto1y. On the day Twitter blocked the NY Post Sto1y at the New York Post Twitter account, Respondents blocked McEnany's Twitter account from being accessed by other Twitter users when she tried to retweet the NY Post Sto1y. Only when McEnany removed the link to the NY Post Sto1y on the following day was her Twitter account unblocked. 
	18 
	19 


	25. 
	25. 
	Respondents blocked the Twitter accounts of the Trnmp Campaign,Politico reporter 
	20 



	Jake Shennanand myriad ofothersto stop them from tweeting and linking to the NY Post Sto1y; Respondents have not similai·ly blocked the NY Times Sto1y. 
	21 
	22 

	@nytimes, Twitter, (Oct 15, 2020, 8:43 P.M.), httes:llt111itter.comlnytimeslstat11s/1316902565397876740?s=20. Reuters Staff, Twitter backtrack, allows users to post previously blocked NY Post article, Reuters (Oct. 16, 2020, 9:34 AM.), . Steven Nelson, WH press secreta,y locked out ofTwitter/or sharing Post's Hunter Biden St01y, New York Post (Oct. 17, 4/kayleigh-mcenany-locked-out-of-twitter-for-sharing-posts-hunterbiden-sto1y/. Lia Eustachewich, Kayleigh McEnany: Twitter has me at 'gunpoint' to delete Th
	16 
	17 
	https://www 
	reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-twitter-idUSKBN27121P
	18 
	2020, 7 :06 P .M. ), https:/ /nypost.com/2020/1 O/l 
	19 
	), https://nypost.com/2020/10/15/kayleigh-mcenany-twitter-has-me-aHrunpoint-to
	20 
	https://www.businessinsider.com/trump-campaign
	21 
	, 2020), https://www.foxnews.com/media/politico-jake-shennan-twitter-suspended-hunter-biden
	22 
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	26. 
	26. 
	26. 
	fu response to public outc1y regarding the censorship of the NY Post Story, Respondents have said only that their "communication" regarding the decision to block access to the NY Post Sto1y was "unacceptable", but it has not reversed its decision to block the sto1y; the New York Post's account remains locked by Twitter while the NY Times Sto1y continues to be 
	disseminated.
	23 


	27. 
	27. 
	Respondent Dorsey has a histo1y prior to the censorship and blocking of the NY Post Sto1y ofusing Twitter corporate resources for 'fact-checking' President Tnnnp with no similar 'fact-checking' 
	of Biden.
	24 


	28. 
	28. 
	Respondent Twitter has a history oflabeling as 'misleading media' info1mation tweeted by President 
	Tnnnp.
	25 


	29. 
	29. 
	There is no similar histo1y of Twitter fact-checking or labeling any content posted by the Biden-HaITis campaign, the Democratic Party or by Biden-HaITis suppo1iers. 

	30. 
	30. 
	Respondent Dorsey is clearly opposed to President Tnnnp's reelection, having contributed the maximum to two different Democratic candidates for President during 
	the 2019-20 election cycle.
	26 


	31. 
	31. 
	Respondent Dorsey has given to several Democratic candidates during the 2019-20 election cycle, but has given to no Republican candidates for 
	office this cycle.
	27 



	materials-policy-for-first-time-ever-1t-usa-news-2/. Ben Feuerherd, Twitter CEO admits handling ofblocked Post article was 'unacceptable', New York Post (Oct. 14, 2020, 8 :41 P .M.), https:/ /nypost. com/202 0/ 10/14/tv.ri.tter-ceo-says-handling-of-blocked-post-article-was-unacceptable/: Audrey Conklin, Twitter refuses to unlock New York Post account unless Hunter Eiden posts deleted, Fox Business (Oct. 17, 2020), . Natasha Lomas, Twitter changes its hacked materials policy in wak.e ofNew York Post controv
	https://theunionjoumaI.com/twitter-blocks-sharing-links-to-nyposts-hunter-biden-emails-sto1:y-invoking-hacked
	23 
	https://www 
	foxbusiness.com/technology/twitter-has-refused-to-unlock-new-york-posts-account
	24 
	2020, 5:07 A.M.), https://techcmnch.com/2020/05/27/twitter-vs-tnunp-fact-checking-dorsey
	2020, 2: 14 P.M.), https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2020/05/26/twitter-fact
	25 
	P.M.), https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/09/tech/scavino-tmmp-biden-twitter
	26 
	2020), https://www.opensecrets.org/donor

	21 Id. 
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	32. 
	32. 
	32. 
	fu August 2020, Respondent Bonman personally contributed to the Biden presidential campaign. 
	28 


	33. 
	33. 
	During prior election cycles, Respondent Bonman contributed to the Obama-Biden campaign and has not contributed to any Republican candidates. 
	29 


	34. 
	34. 
	Respondents are politically and philosophically biased against President Trnmp and his reelection, and are using their corporate resources to unde1mine and oppose President Trnmp and his reelection bid, while using those same c01porate resources to suppo1t and advantage the candidacy of his opponent, Joe Biden. 


	Legal Authority for the Violations 
	Legal Authority for the Violations 
	The Federal Election Campaign Laws (52 U.S.C. § 30118) make it illegal for any c01poration to make contributions or expenditures in connection with any election to any political office. 
	Specifically, federal law provides: 
	"It is unlawful for ... any c01poration ... to make a contribution or expenditure in connection with any election to any political office, ... or for any c01poration whatever...to make a contribution or expenditure in connection with any election at which presidential and vice presidential electors ... are to be voted for, ... or any 
	officer or any director ofany c01poration ... to consent to any contribution or expenditure by the c01poration, ... prohibited by this section". 
	30 

	The Act and Commission regulations define the te1ms "contribution" and "expenditure" to include any gift of money or "anything ofvalue" made in connection with a 
	federal election.
	31 

	Respondents are not exempt from the prohibition against making contributions from or expenditures by c01porations. Respondent Twitter is a c01poration. Respondents Dorsey and Bonman are executive officers ofTwitter and are separately liable under§ 30118 for their decisions to utilize the c01porate resources ofthe Twitter company to suppo1t the Biden campaign and to disadvantage and campaign against President Trnmp's reelection. 
	Donor Lookup -Brandon Bonman, Open Secrets (Updated as oflookup/results?name=Brandon+Bomnan. 
	28 
	Oct. 19, 2020), https://www.opensecrets.org/donor

	29 Id. 
	52 U.S.C. § 52118(a). See 52 U.S.C. § 30118(b). 
	30 
	31 
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	Nor are Respondents exempt from the statuto1y prohibition against c01porate contributions and expenditures under the "media exemption" of52 U.S.C. § 30101(9)(B) which provides in relevant part that: 
	" .... [t]he te1m "expenditure" does not include-(i) any news story, commentaiy, or editorial distributed through the facilities of any broadcasting station, newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publication, unless such facilities ai·e owned or controlled by any political pa1ty, political committee, or candidate." 
	32 

	Respondent Twitter does not produce or disseminate its own content, which distinguishes it from other entities that have been recognized by the Commission in recent years as qualifying for the media In Advisory Opinion 2010-08, the Commission noted that it " ...has not limited the press exemption to traditional news outlets, but rather has applied it to ...news stories, commentai·ies, and editorials no matter in what medium they are published..."
	exemption.
	33 
	34 

	The Commission's inquiiy and analyses do not end with the question ofpublic dissemination ofmaterials, but engages in further inquii·y as to whether an entity is acting in a "legitimate press function entitling it to the exemption."As the Commission discussed in Adviso1y Opinion 2010
	35 
	-

	08: "[t]here ai·e two considerations in dete1mining whether an entity is engaging in its legitimate press function: (1) whether the entity's materials are available to the general public, and (2) whether they ai·e comparable in f01m to those ordinarily issued by the entity. "In MCFL, the Supreme Court held that a "Special Edition" newsletter did not qualify for the press exemption on the basis that it deviated from certain "considerations off01m" relating to the production and distribution of its regulai· n
	36 
	37 

	52 u.s.c. §30101(9)(B). FEC Advisory Opinion 2008-14 (Melothe, Inc.) (citing the Commission's 2006 mlemaking, Explanation and Justification for Final Rules on Intemet Communications, 71 C.F.R. 18589, 18608 (Apr. 12, 2006), extending the press exemption to websites and "any Intemet or electronic publication") (emphasis added), available at -finalpdf FEC Advisory Opinion 2010-08 (In re Citizens United), available at fec/commissioners/walther/statements/STW AO 2010-08 Citizens United.pdf. Id. at pg. 4. FEC Adv
	32 
	33 
	https://www.fec.gov/files/legal/aos/2008-14/ AO-2008-14
	34 
	https://www 
	fec.gov/resources/about
	35 
	36 
	https://www.fec.gov/files/legal/aos/2005-16/2005-16.pdf. 
	37 
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	by a staff which prepared no previous or subsequent newsletters, and the increase in distribution to a 
	group far larger than the newsletter 's regular audience."
	38 

	Respondent Twitter does not engage in a 'legitimate press function' because it does not 
	publish original content; rather, it disseminates content published by third parties and its Mission 
	Statement claims that the company does so in an inherently equal fashion: "The mission we se1ve as 
	Twitter, Inc. is to give everyone the power to create and share ideas and infonnation instantly 
	without baiTiers. Our business and revenue will always follow that mission in ways that improve 
	-

	and do not detract from-a free and global conversation."Respondents obviously ignored Twitter's 
	39 

	own mission statement when it decided to block the NY Post Sto1y. 
	Respondent Twitter is not a 'press' or 'media' entity as that te1m is defined in federal campaign finance law because it does not engage in a legitimate press function, namely, the production of its own content. 
	Additionally, Respondent Twitter and other social media entities are legally defined as 'interactive se1vice providers' pursuant to Section 230 of the Federal Communications Act.Congress concluded that 'interactive computer services', such as Twitter,"...are pe1mitted to publish others' content without reviewing it for criminality or other potential legal issues."Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act provides a liability shield for Twitter and other social media platfo1ms that do not exist for media
	40 
	41 
	42 

	Among the Congressional findings as to the reasons and pmposes for adopting Section 230 in 1995 were that "the rapidly developing an ay of Internet and other interactive computer se1vices available to individual Americans represent an extraordinaiy advance in the availability of educational and info1mational resources to our citizens" as well as an additional finding that "[t]he Internet and other interactive computer services offer a forum for a true diversity ofpolitical discourse ... " (emphasis added). 
	43 

	FEC Advisory Opinion 2005-16 (FiredUp!), at pg. 6. Twitter Investor Relations FAQ, "What Is Twitter's Mission Statement?" .What%20is%20Twitter's%20mission%20statement%3F.a%20free%20and%20globa1%20conversation. (last visited Oct. 19, 2020). 47 u.s.c. § 230. See Kathleen Ann Ruane, Ho,v Broad A Shield? A BriefOverview ofSection 230 ofthe Communications Decency Act, Congressional Research Services, February 21, 2018. 47 u.s.c. § 230. 47 U.S.C. § 230 (A)(l), (3). 
	38 
	39 
	https://investor.twitterinc.com/contact/fag/default.aspx#:~:text=back%20to%20top
	40 
	41 
	42 
	43 
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	Clearly, Respondents are abusing the c01poration's liability shield established under federal law with an understanding that as an interactive computer service, it would offer a fomm for a "tme diversity ofpolitical discourse."fustead, Respondents have chosen to deploy its massive c01porate resources from a multi-billion dollar company to support the Biden presidential campaign while simultaneously opposing the reelection of President Tmmp. 
	44 

	Twitter is a c01poration with no exemption from federal campaign laws governing contributions and expenditures. As such, it is subject to the standard analysis in which the Commission has historically and consistently engaged when considering the role of a c01poration in relation to federal elections, namely, whether the expenditure of c01porate resources are used to favor or oppose federal candidates. 
	fu numerous advisory opinions issued by the Commission, the principle of ensuring that c01porate resources are not used in that manner has been fundamental to the Commission's approval of proposed c01porate activities and services related to federa
	l elections.
	45 

	The use by Respondents of their c01p orate platfo1m to disseminate negative stories about President Tmmp while blocking similar negative stories about his opponent Joe Biden constitutes a willful violation of federal law by using Twitter's c01porate treasmy to facilitate in-kind, illegal soft money contributions from Twitter and its decision-makers to the Biden campaign. 
	Respondents have knowingly and willfully engaged in the illegal conduct (described above) in amount(s) in which subjects each ofthem to the following criminal penalties under the Act: 
	excess of $25,000.00, 

	47 U.S.C. § 230 (A)(3). See FEC Adviso1y Opinion 2014-07 (In re: Crowd.PAC) (finding that since "Crowd.PAC will allow eve1y candidate, on an equal and nonpartisan bas;s, to upload certain content to his or her candidate page" its proposed corporate activity did not violate campaign finance law) (emphasis added), 2014-07-(Crowdpac)-Final-(8.14.14).pdf: Adviso1y Opinion 2015-08 (In re Repledge) (finding that "[a]lthough Repledge's members will use its website to contribute only to major party nominees in the 
	44 
	45 
	available at https://www 
	fec.gov/files/legal/aos/2014-07/AO
	-
	-

	does not raise concerns that Rep/edge is selecting candidate redpients to influence the outcome ofthe election. As long 
	as Rep/edge transmits funds to the opposing candidates, as requested by its members, on identical terms and without any 
	preferential placement or treatment ... "), available 4.pdf; FEC 
	at https://www.fec.gov/files/legal/aos/2015-08/201508 

	Adviso1y Opinion 2015-15 (In re: ) (finding that because the requestor will not "advance[ e] any 
	WeSupportThat.com

	particular issue, position on an issue, or any political outcome" and will often feature candidates who oppose each other 
	on a given issue because doing so will "ensure the largest possible customer base," the requestor's listing ofcandidate 
	activities that it considers most likely to motivate individuals to make contributions on its website does not raise 
	concerns that the requestor is selecting candidate recipients to influence the outcome ofthe election), available at 
	143.jsp? AONUM=2015-15. (emphasis added). 
	https://saos.fec.gov/saos/aonum 
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	"(l)(A) Any person who knowingly and willfully commits a violation of any provision of this Act which involves the making, receiving, or reporting of any contribution, donation, or expenditure-(i) aggregating $25,000 or more during a calendar year shall be fined under title 18, or imprisoned for not more than 5 years, or both;"
	46 

	The amounts at issue in Respondents' violation are incalculable, but undoubtedly exceed the criminal threshold of$25,000. Respondents' conduct is knowing and willful and they should be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. 
	52 U.S.C. § 30109(d). 
	46 
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	Conclusion 
	Conclusion 
	Upon information and belief, and based upon the facts and legal authorities cited herein, Respondents Twitter, Inc., Jack Dorsey, and Brandon Bornnan have each individually and collectively knowingly and willfully violated the Federal Election Campaign Laws, in amount(s) both with civil penalties and criminal prosecution. 
	exceeding $25,000.00 and should be held accountable for their illegal actions 

	Please contact me at (202) 295-4081 or 
	cmitchell@foley.com for further information. 

	Respectfully submitted, 
	Figure
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	Cleta Mitchell, Esq. 
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	Counsel to Complainants 

	Tea Party Patriots Foundation & 
	Tea Party Patriots Foundation & 

	Jenny Beth Martin, President 
	Jenny Beth Martin, President 

	Complainants 
	Complainants 

	1025 Rose Creek Dr Suite 620-322 
	1025 Rose Creek Dr Suite 620-322 

	Woodstock, GA 30189 
	Woodstock, GA 30189 
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	Sworn Affidavit of Jenny Beth Martin, for Tea Party Patriots Foundation 
	Sworn Affidavit of Jenny Beth Martin, for Tea Party Patriots Foundation 
	Before me this I7 day ofOctober, 2020, appeared Jennifer "Jenny Beth" Martin, President of Tea Party Patriots Foundation, and under penalty ofperjury did swear and affirm that the above and foregoing facts are true and correct to the best ofher knowledge and belief. 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	Figure
	October 23, 2020    
	Jack Dorsey, CEOTwitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 
	RE: MUR 7827 
	Dear Mr. Dorsey: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates Twitter, Inc. may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7827.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against Twitter, Inc. and you in your official capacity as treasurer in this matter. If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter.  Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel's Office, mus
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination   & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination   & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	content/documents/status_of_fec_operations_8-10-2020.pdf, the office’s mailroom is open on a limited basis and, therefore, processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at https://www.fec.gov/resources/cms
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission's procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Jeff S. Jordan Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Figure
	cc: Twitter, Inc., Registered Agent CT Corporation System 818 West Seventh Street, Suite 930 Los Angeles, CA 90017 
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	Figure
	October 23, 2020    
	Jack Dorsey, CEO Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA  94103 
	RE:  MUR 7827 
	Dear Mr. Dorsey: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates you may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7827.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence. 
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against you in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel's Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt of this letter. 
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	content/documents/status_of_fec_operations_8-10-2020.pdf, the office’s mailroom is open on a limited basis and, therefore, processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at https://www.fec.gov/resources/cms
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission's procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Jeff S. Jordan Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Jeff S. Jordan Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	Figure
	October 23, 2020 
	Brandon Borrman Vice President, Global Communications Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 
	RE:  MUR 7827 
	Dear Mr. Borrman: 
	The Federal Election Commission (FEC) received a complaint that indicates you may have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”).  A copy of the complaint is enclosed.  We have numbered this matter MUR 7827.  Please refer to this number in all future correspondence.  
	The Act affords you the opportunity to demonstrate in writing that no action should be taken against you in this matter.  If you wish to file a response, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the Commission’s consideration of this matter. Where appropriate, statements should be submitted under oath by persons with relevant knowledge.  Your response, which should be addressed to the General Counsel's Office, must be submitted within 15 days of receipt of this letter. 
	This matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and § 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that you wish the matter to be made public.  Please be advised that, although the Commission cannot disclose information regarding an investigation to the public, it may share information on a confidential basis with other law enforcement agencies.
	1 

	If you intend to be represented by counsel in this matter, please advise the Commission by completing the enclosed form stating the name, address and telephone number of such counsel, and authorizing such counsel to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission.  Please note that you have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records, and materials relating to the subject matter of the complaint until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in t
	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	Any correspondence sent to the Commission, such as a response, must be addressed to one of the following (note, if submitting via email this Office will provide an electronic receipt 
	by email): 
	by email): 
	by email): 

	Mail 
	Mail 
	OR 
	Email 

	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination & Legal Administration Attn:  Kathryn Ross, Paralegal 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	cela@fec.gov 


	content/documents/status_of_fec_operations_8-10-2020.pdf, the office’s mailroom is open on a limited basis and, therefore, processing paper correspondence may be delayed.  Accordingly, we strongly encourage you to file responses and additional correspondence via email. 
	As indicated in the FEC’s Notice found at https://www.fec.gov/resources/cms
	-


	If you have any questions, please contact Kathryn Ross at (202) 694-1539.  For your information, we have enclosed a brief description of the Commission's procedures for handling complaints. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Jeff S. Jordan Assistant General Counsel Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Figure
	From: 
	Kelner, Robert 

	To: 
	CELA 

	Cc: ; 
	Upton, Elizabeth
	Parets, Brendan 

	Subject: MUR 7827 
	Date: Friday, November 06, 2020 12:52:22 PM 
	Attachments: 
	Twitter Designation of Counsel (MUR 7827).pdf Borrman Designation of Counsel (MUR 7827).pdf Dorsey Designation of Counsel (MUR 7827).pdf 

	Attn: Christal Dennis 
	Attached are designation of counsel forms for Twitter, Inc., Jack Dorsey, and Brandon Borrman regarding MUR 7827. 
	The complaint was received by our clients on October 23, 2020. On behalf of these clients, we respectfully request an extension of 45 days to respond to the complaint. Additional time is needed to gather the necessary factual information. Thank you. 
	Regards, Rob 
	Robert Kelner 
	Robert Kelner 
	Covington & Burling LLP One CityCenter, 850 Tenth Street, NW Washington, DC 20001-4956 T +1 202 662 5503 | 
	rkelner@cov.com 
	www.cov.com 

	Figure
	This message is from a law firm and may contain information that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately advise the sender by reply e-mail that this message has been inadvertently transmitted to you and delete this e-mail from your system. Thank you for your cooperation. 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 

	STATEMENT OF DESlGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	STATEMENT OF DESlGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	Provide one form for each Respondent/Witness 
	EMAFAX 202-219-3923 
	EMAFAX 202-219-3923 
	IL cela@fec.gov 

	7827
	A R/MUR/ RR/ P-MUR# _ _________ Robert Kelner
	Name ofCounsel: . Covington & Burling LLP
	F
	mn: ---------------------------------850 10th Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20001 
	-

	Address: 
	Office#: _2_0_2-_66_2-_5_5_03______ Fax#: _ ________ ____ Mobile#: _______ ____ E-mail: 
	rkelner@cov.com 

	The above-named individual and/or firm is hereby designated as my counsel and is authorized to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission and to act on my behalf before the Commission. 
	Figure
	Figure
	VP. Global Communication 
	Title 
	Brandon Borrman 
	(Name -Please Print) 
	Brandon Borrman 
	RESPONDENT: (Please print Committee Name/ Company Name/Individual Named in Notification Letter) 
	Mailing Address: 1355 Market St. Suite 900 (Please Print) San Francisco. CA 94103 
	Home#: Mobile#: Office#: (415) 222-%70 
	Fax#: E-mail: 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 


	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	Provide one form for each Respondent/Witness 
	Provide one form for each Respondent/Witness 

	FAX 202-219-3923 
	EMAIL cela@fec.gov 

	AR/MUR/RR/P-MUR# _______________________ Name of Counsel:  _______________________________________________________________________ Firm:  _________________________________________________________________________________ Address:  _______________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________ Office#: ___________________________ Fax#: ________________________________ Mobile#: ___________________________ E-mail:  
	This form relates to a Federal Election Commission matter that is subject to the confidentiality provisions of 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(12)(A). This section prohibits making public any notification or investigation conducted by the Federal Election Commission without the express written consent of the person under investigation. 
	Rev. 2018 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 1050 First Street, NE Washington, DC 20463 
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	STATEMENT OF DESIGNATION OF COUNSEL 
	Provide one form for each RespondentM!itness 
	EMAIL FAX 202-219--3923 
	cela@fec.gov 

	7827
	AR/MUR/RR/P-MUR# 
	AR/MUR/RR/P-MUR# 
	Name ofCounsel: Robert Kelner 
	Finn: Covington & Burling LLP 850 10th Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20001 
	Address: 
	Address: 
	Office#: 202-662-5503 

	Fax#: 
	-------------~ 
	Mobile#: E-mail: The above-named individual and/or firm is hereby designated as my counsel and is authorized to receive any notifications and other connnunications from the Commission and to act on my behalf before the Commission. 
	rkelner@cov.com 

	Nov 4, 2020 ChiefExecutive Officer 
	Jack Dor.~ 10:36 HSl) 

	Date (Signature -Respondent/Agent/Treasurer) Title Jack Dorsey 
	(Name -Please Print) 
	RESPONDENT: Jack Dorsey (Please print Committee Name/ Company Name/Individual Named in Notification Letter) 
	Mailing Address: 1355 Market St. Suite 900 (Please Print) San Francisco, CA 94103 
	Home#: Mobile#: Office#: (415) 222-9670 
	Fax#: 
	E-mail: 
	This form relates to a Federal Election Commission matter that is su~ ect to the confidentiality provisions of52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(l2)(A). This section prohibits making public any notification or investigation conducted by the Federal Election Commission without the express written consent ofthe person under investigation. 
	Rev. 2018 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	November 30, 2020 
	VIA E-MAIL 
	Robert Kelner Covington & Burling LLP 850 10 Street, NW Washington, DC 20001 
	RE: MUR 7821 & 7827 
	Twitter, Inc., 
	Jack Dorsey, and 
	Brandon Borrman 
	Dear Mr. Kelner: 
	This is in response to a request for an extension to respond to the complaint filed in the above mentioned matter we initially received on November 6, 2020.  After considering the circumstances in this matter, the Office of General Counsel, has granted your extension request which will go into effect upon receipt of a signed tolling agreement.  Accordingly, the response is due on or before the close of business December 22, 2020.  You may contact me if you have any questions by e-mail at . 
	cela@fec.gov

	Sincerely, 
	Figure
	Kathryn Ross, Paralegal Complaints Examination and Legal Administration 
	From: To: Cc: ; Subject: RE: MURs 7821 & 7827 Tolling and Granted Extension to Respond Date: Saturday, December 05, 2020 4:17:44 PM Attachments: 
	Kelner, Robert 
	CELA 
	Upton, Elizabeth
	Parets, Brendan 
	MUR 7821 7827 Tolling Agreement-Draft (Twitter Dorsey Borrman) - signed.pdf 

	The tolling agreement is attached. Many thanks! 
	Robert Kelner 
	Covington & Burling LLP One CityCenter, 850 Tenth Street, NW Washington, DC 20001-4956 T +1 202 662 5503 | 
	rkelner@cov.com 
	www.cov.com 

	Figure
	This message is from a law firm and may contain information that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately advise the sender by reply e-mail that this message has been inadvertently transmitted to you and delete this e-mail from your system. Thank you for your cooperation. 
	BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	Twitter, Inc., 
	Twitter, Inc., 
	Twitter, Inc., 
	) 
	MURs 7821 and 7827 

	Jack Dorsey, and 
	Jack Dorsey, and 
	) 

	Brandon Borrman 
	Brandon Borrman 
	) 

	TR
	) 


	CONSENT TO EXTEND THE TIME TO INSTITUTE A CIVIL LAW ENFORCEMENT SUIT 
	Your clients, Twitter, Inc., Jack Dorsey, and Brandon Borrman hereby consent to toll the statute of limitations for any civil enforcement action that the Federal Election Commission might institute in connection with MURs 7821 and 7827 pursuant to 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(6) for a period of (15) fifteen days. 
	This agreement will extend the time to institute a civil law enforcement suit for a period of (15) fifteen calendar days from the expiration date of the five-year statute of limitations found at 28 U.S.C. § 2462 or any other statute of limitations or repose that may be applicable in this matter.  
	There shall be no additional consent to extend the time to institute a civil law enforcement suit without the written consent of the Respondent. 
	_________________________________ 
	_________________________________ 
	_________________________________ 
	December 3, 2020 ________________________ 

	Robert Kelner 
	Robert Kelner 
	Date 

	Counsel for Respondent 
	Counsel for Respondent 


	COVINGTON Robert K. Kelner 
	BEIJI NG BRUSSELS DUBAI FRANKFURT JOHANNESBURG 
	Covington & Burling LLP LONDON LOS ANGELES NEW YORK PALO ALTO One CityCenter 
	SAN FRANCI SCO SEOUL SHANGHAI WASHI NGTON 
	850 Tenth Street, NW Washington,DC20001-4956 T +1202 662 5503 
	rkelner@cov.com 

	Via Electronic Mail December 21, 2020 
	Mr. JeffS. Jordan Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination 
	and Legal Administration 1050 1st Street NE Washington, DC 20463 

	Re: MUR 7827 
	Re: MUR 7827 
	Dear Mr. Jordan: 
	We write on behalfof our clients Twitter, Inc., Jack Dorsey, and Brandon Borrman, in response to the complaint filed by the Tea Party Patriots Foundation in the above-captioned matter under review. The complaint asserts that Twitter made an impermissible corporate inkind conh-ibution to Biden for President, the p11ncipal campaign committee for President-elect Joe Biden, when Twitter removed from its platform two articles published by the New York Post that violated Twitter's pre-existing, politically neutr
	The complaint filed by Tea Party Pah-iots Foundation is based on the same set of events at issue in MUR 7821. For the reasons specified in Twitter's response to MUR 7821, which we incorporate here by reference and have attached, the Commission should find that there is no reason to believe that Twitter, Mr. Dorsey, or Mr. BoITman violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended ("FECA"), and should dismiss the complaint with no fmther action. 
	First, as set out more fully in Twitter's attached response in MUR 7821, Twitter blocked potentially hacked content that contained private information such as email addresses, phone numbers, and personal photographs for bona fide commercial reasons and to enforce preexisting Rules and policies intended to protect the safety, integ11ty, and commercial viability of its social media platform. The complaint alleges that Twitter, Mr. Dorsey, and Mr. Borrman instead blocked the N.Y. Post ruticles because the art
	detrimental to the presidential candidacy/ campaign of' Joe Biden.
	1 

	Complaint at 2, MUR 7827. 
	Figure
	Mr. Jeff S. Jordan December 21, 2020 Page 2 
	of Hacked Materials and its policy on Private Information.Accordingly, Twitter did not make an impermissible in-kind contribution because it did not exclude the articles for the purpose of influencing a federal election. 
	2 

	While the Tea Party Patriots Foundation misleadingly cites to a later version of Twitter’s Distribution of Hacked Materials Policy,the version of that policy in place on October 14, 2020, when the New York Post published the relevant articles, prohibited the distribution of “hacked materials,” including by “posting hacked content on Twitter (e.g., in the text of a Tweet, or in an image)” or “linking to hacked content hosted on other websites.”The policy explicitly applied only to republished hacked material
	3 
	4 
	5 

	The Tea Party Patriots Foundation complaint also fails to mention that Twitter has a “Private Information Policy” that prohibits sharing “other people's private information without their express authorization and permission,” regardless of whether release of the private information is associated with hacking.Personally identifying information subject to this policy includes non-public personal phone numbers and email addresses.
	6 
	7 

	See Declaration of Yoel Roth ¶¶ 13-17 (attached as Exhibit A to Twitter’s response in MUR 7821). 
	2 

	The complaint filed by the Tea Party Patriots Foundation cites to the revised version of Twitter’s Distribution of Hacked Materials Policy that became effective on October 15, 2020. See Complaint at 4 n.6, MUR 7827.  An earlier version of the Distribution of Hacked Materials Policy was in effect on October 14, when Twitter executed the policy enforcement action that is the subject of the complaint. See Natasha Lomas, Twitter Changes Its Hacked Materials Policy in Wake of New York Post Controversy, TechCrunc
	3 

	.  Presumably, the Tea Party Patriots Foundation was aware that it was citing to an inapplicable version of the policy in its sworn complaint, as its complaint specifically noted that the Distribution of Hacked Materials Policy had been changed following the events at issue. See Complaint at 4, MUR 7827. 
	new-york-post-controversy
	https://techcrunch.com/2020/10/16/twitter-changes-its-hacked-materials-policy-in-wake-of
	-


	Twitter, Distribution of Hacked Materials Policy (effective Mar. 2019), 
	Twitter, Distribution of Hacked Materials Policy (effective Mar. 2019), 
	4 


	. 
	policies/hacked-materials
	https://web.archive.org/web/20200930214928/https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and
	-


	Id. 
	Id. 
	5 


	Twitter, Private Information Policy (effective Mar. 2019), . 
	6 
	and-policies/personal-information
	https://help.twitter.com/en/rules
	-


	Id. 
	Id. 
	7 


	Figure
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	The content blocked by Twitter plainly violated the Private Information Policy, as it contained non-public personal phone numbers and email addresses.Twitter also determined in good faith that the content violated the Distribution of Hacked Materials Policy.  By contrast, the September 2020 New York Times story regarding President Trump’s tax returns that the Tea Party Patriots Foundation cites as “proof” of a FECA violationonly discussed, and did not republish, those tax returns, and so it did not violate 
	8 
	9 

	The Commission’s precedents provide that a “corporation’s bona fide commercial activity is neither ‘for the purpose of influencing any election for federal office’ nor ‘in connection with any election’ and thus is not a contribution or otherwise subject to regulation under the Act.”The Tea Party Patriots Foundation offers no evidence to call into question the fact that Twitter excluded the articles from its platform based on its commercial interests reflected in pre-existing, politically neutral Rules and p
	10 
	any 
	11 

	Second, Twitter’s content moderation decision was not coordinated with the Biden campaign. The Tea Party Patriots Foundation does not allege any coordination in its complaint, and none occurred. 
	See Emma-Jo Morris & Gabrielle Fonrouge, Smoking-Gun Email Reveals How Hunter Biden Introduced Ukrainian Businessman to VP Dad, N.Y. Post, Oct. 14, 2020, 
	8 

	; Emma-Jo Morris & Gabrielle Fonrouge, Hunter Biden Emails Show Leveraging Connections with His Father to Boost Burisma Pay, N.Y. Post, Oct. 14, 2020,  
	man-to-dad
	https://nypost.com/2020/10/14/email-reveals-how-hunter-biden-introduced-ukrainian-biz
	-


	. 
	to-boost-burisma-pay/
	https://nypost.com/2020/10/14/hunter-biden-emails-show-leveraging-connections-with-dad
	-


	See Complaint at 5, MUR 7827 (citing Russ Buettner, Susanne Craig & Mike McIntire, Long Concealed Records Show Trump’s Chronic Losses and Years of Tax Avoidance, N.Y. Times, Sept. 27, 2020, ). 
	9 
	taxes.html
	https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/09/27/us/donald-trump
	-


	Advisory Opinion 2014-06 (Ryan, Ryan for Congress, and Prosperity Action) at 9 (citing MUR 5474 and 5539 (Dog Eat Dog Films, Inc.), First General Counsel’s Report at 13-17; Advisory Opinion 1994-30 (Conservative Concepts/Pence) at 3-7; Advisory Opinion 1989-21 (Create-a-Craft) at 4); see also MUR 5485 (Conversagent, Inc.), First General Counsel’s Report; MUR 5485, Certification (voting 4-0 to find no reason to believe). 
	10 

	See Complaint at 7-8, MUR 7827 (emphasis in original). 
	11 

	Figure
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	Third, Twitter’s enforcement of its Rules and policies falls within the Commission’s media exemption.  The Tea Party Patriots Foundation asserts that the media exemption is inapplicable to Twitter “because it does not publish original content.”This is, first of all, incorrect as a factual matter.  Twitter does create headlines and summaries for certain trending And the Commission has held repeatedly that the media exemption applies to websites and other internet publications that, like Twitter, mostly distr
	12 
	topics on the platform.
	13 
	created by third parties.
	14 

	Fourth, Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act precludes any finding of liability for Twitter’s content moderation decisions, as does the First Amendment.  The Tea Party Patriots Foundation even acknowledges that Twitter is an “interactive service provider” covered by Section 230.
	15 

	Id. at 10. 
	12 

	See @TwitterSupport, Twitter (Sept. 8, 2020, 4:01 PM), . 
	13 
	https://twitter.com/TwitterSupport/status/1303423326065487878
	https://twitter.com/TwitterSupport/status/1303423326065487878


	Advisory Opinion 2000-13 (iNEXTV) (determining that an internet video service that “does not create programming under its own name” but “operates its own network of specialized news and information sites” qualified for the media exemption); see also Advisory Opinion 2005-16 (Fired Up) (determining that websites qualified for the media exemption when “a primary function of the websites is to provide news and information to readers through Fired Up’s commentary on, quotes from, summaries of, and hyperlinks to
	14 

	See Complaint at 10, MUR 7827. 
	15 

	Figure
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	*** 
	For the reasons stated above, as well as in Twitter’s response in MUR 7821, we respectfully request that the Commission dismiss the Complaint. 
	Respectfully submitted, 
	Robert K. Kelner Brendan Parets Elizabeth Upton COVINGTON & BURLING LLP One CityCenter 850 Tenth Street, NW Washington, DC 20001 (202) 662-6000 
	Counsel for Twitter, Inc., Jack Dorsey, and Brandon Borrman 
	Attachment 
	Attachment 
	COVINGTON Robert K. Kelner 
	BEIJING BRUSSELS DUBAI FRANKFURT JOHANNESBURG LONDON LOS ANGELES NEW YORK PALO ALTO SAN FRANCISCO SEOUL SHANGHAI WASHINGTON 
	BEIJING BRUSSELS DUBAI FRANKFURT JOHANNESBURG LONDON LOS ANGELES NEW YORK PALO ALTO SAN FRANCISCO SEOUL SHANGHAI WASHINGTON 
	BEIJING BRUSSELS DUBAI FRANKFURT JOHANNESBURG LONDON LOS ANGELES NEW YORK PALO ALTO SAN FRANCISCO SEOUL SHANGHAI WASHINGTON 
	Covington & Burling LLP One CityCenter 850 Tenth Street, NW Washington,DC20001-4956 T +1202 662 5503 rkelner@cov.com 

	Via Electronic Mail 
	Via Electronic Mail 
	December 21, 2020 

	Mr. JeffS. Jordan Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination and Legal Administration 1050 1st Street NE Washington, DC 20463 
	Mr. JeffS. Jordan Federal Election Commission Office of Complaints Examination and Legal Administration 1050 1st Street NE Washington, DC 20463 

	Re: MUR7821 
	Re: MUR7821 

	Dear Mr. Jordan: 
	Dear Mr. Jordan: 


	We write on behalfof our client, Twitter, Inc., in response to the complaint filed by the Republican National Committee ("RNC") in the above-captioned matter under review. The complaint asse1ts that Twitter made an impermissible corporate in-kind contribution to Biden for President, the principal campaign committee for President-elect Joe Biden, when Twitter removed from its platform two articles published by the New York Post ("N.Y. Post") that violated Twitter's pre-existing, politically neutral Rules and
	First, the decision by Twitter to block potentially hacked content that contained private information such as email addresses, phone numbers, and personal photographs was not an impermissible in-kind contribution because it was not undertaken for the purpose of influencing a federal election. Rather, Twitter undertook, for bona fide commercial reasons, to enforce preexisting Rules and policies intended to protect the safety, integrity, and commercial viability of its social media platform. 
	Second, Twitter's content moderation decision was not coordinated with the Biden campaign. Because there was no coordination, nor even an expenditure, there was no in-kind contribution. 
	Third, Twitter's enforcement of its Rules and policies falls within the Commission's media exemption, and therefore the decision to remove the N.Y. Post articles could not constitute a contribution or expenditure. 
	Fourth, Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act, as well as the First Amendment to the United States Constitution, preclude any finding of liability for Twitter's content moderation decisions. 
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	The RNC’s premise, that enforcement of a social media company’s content moderation policies causes an in-kind contribution when the content at issue relates even indirectly to a campaign committee, is also troubling as a matter of policy.  It would call for the Commission to micromanage, through enforcement actions rather than rule-making, the social media industry’s judgments regarding the balance to be struck between safety of their platforms on the one hand and unfettered political speech on the other.  
	Accordingly, the Commission should find that there is no reason to believe that Twitter violated FECA and should dismiss the complaint with no further action. 
	I. Factual Background 
	Twitter is a publicly traded corporation that allows users to communicate through 280character messages called “Tweets” that are posted on its website and through its associated mobile apps.  Many users employ Twitter to share and consume news and commentary on current events.Twitter, which is free to use for all users, is designed “to serve the public conversation.”Like many media organizations, it derives the vast majority of its revenue from advertising.
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	A. Content Moderation Policies 
	In keeping with industry standards, Twitter enforces its own Rules and policies to ensure that all people can participate in the public conversation freely and safely.  This content moderation entails reviewing and, if necessary, removing content that may implicate concerns ranging from user safety, individual privacy, and sexually explicit content, to threats of violence, hacking, and foreign disinformation campaigns. Twitter’s Terms of Service, which all users acknowledge when they open their accounts, sp
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	In its public securities filings, Twitter has identified a significant risk to its business if “there is a decrease in the perceived quality, usefulness, trustworthiness or relevance of the content generated by people on Twitter or content partners.”Twitter also sees a business risk 
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	from negative publicity based on the “quality and reliability” of content shared on the platform and from lax policy enforcement.In fact, advertisers have pressed for Twitter to take greater steps to police content on the platform.Recognizing the expectations of its users and advertisers, Twitter has undertaken efforts “to improve the health of the public conversation on Twitter,” and as a core commercial objective, it has concentrated on the “reduction of abuse, harassment, spam, manipulation and malicious
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	The company has established a variety of policies that seek to balance its commercial interest in promoting a free and active dialogue among its users with the reputational imperative to address false, misleading, and harmful content on its platform.  Enforcement of Twitter’s politically neutral policies has resulted in actions against content posted by users across the political spectrum, Democrats and Republicans alike.
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	Twitter’s Site Integrity Team is responsible for creating and enforcing the content moderation policies, and it reviews all content identified for review, for compliance with these Content may be flagged for review to determine compliance with Twitter’s Rules and policies based on reports from visitors to the website or users of the mobile application, or through internal machine-learning processes that identify content that may violate Twitter 
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	1. Distribution of Hacked Materials Policy 
	In 2018, partly in response to events during the 2016 election, Twitter instituted a “Distribution of Hacked Materials Policy”to discourage and mitigate harms associated with hacks and unauthorized exposure of private information (referred to below as the “Hacked Materials The version of the Hacked Materials Policy in place on October 14, 2020, when the N.Y. Post published its articles about Hunter Biden, prohibited the distribution of “hacked materials,” including by “posting hacked content on Twitter (e.g
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	Policy”).
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	Twitter’s Site Integrity Team assesses content on Twitter’s platform and makes a determination regarding whether material should be considered “hacked” for purposes of the In many cases, content distributors will assert publicly that the information was In other cases, the Site Integrity Team looks for indicia of hacking to evaluate whether the materials being shared appear to have been Per the version of the Hacked Materials Policy in effect on October 14, 2020, violations of the Hacked Materials Policy we
	policy.
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	by preventing the user’s account from sending new Tweets until the offending Tweet was deleted by the user.
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	2. Private Information Policy 
	In addition to the Hacked Materials Policy, Twitter has a “Private Information Policy” that prohibits sharing “other people’s private information without their express authorization and permission,” regardless of whether release of the private information is associated with Personally identifying information subject to this policy includes: home address or physical location information; identity documents, including government-issued IDs and social security or other national identity numbers; contact inform
	hacking.
	21 
	credit card details; and other private information, including biometric data or medical records.
	22 
	enforced by permanent suspension from Twitter.
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	B. Twitter’s Response to Tweets Disseminating the N.Y. Post Articles 
	On October 14, 2020, the N.Y. Post, a daily tabloid publication, published two articles on its website regarding emails and other personal materials said to have been found on a hard drive allegedly belonging to Hunter Biden, the son of then-presidential candidate Joe Biden (together, “the N.Y. Post The N.Y. Post articles republished unredacted copies of emails that clearly included personal email addresses and phone numbers, along with personal 
	articles”).
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	photographs of Hunter Biden and his family.
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	Twitter had been warned throughout 2020 by federal law enforcement agencies to be on the alert for expected “hack-and-leak operations” undertaken by malign state actors, in which those state actors might hack electronic communications of individuals associated with political 
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	campaigns and seek to disseminate the leaked materials over Twitter and other social media Reports from the law enforcement agencies even suggested there were rumors that Significant questions about the provenance of the materials arose immediately after the N.Y.The N.Y. Post asserted in the articles that it obtained the materials from Rudolph Giuliani who, per Mr. Giuliani’s lawyer, received them from the owner of a Delaware computer repair shop.According to the N.Y. Post, the computer shop owner said that
	platforms.
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	such a hack-and-leak operation would be related to Hunter Biden.
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	 Post published the articles.
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	hard drive and gave it to Mr. Giuliani’s lawyer.
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	On October 14, 2020, the same day the N.Y. Post articles were published and disseminated by the N.Y. Post on its Twitter account, Twitter’s Site Integrity Team, led by Yoel Given the prior warnings of a hack-and-leak operation and doubts about the provenance of the materials republished in the N.Y. Post articles, the Site Integrity Team preliminarily determined that the materials could have been obtained through hacking, as defined in the Hacked Additionally, the published materials contained unredacted pri
	Roth, reviewed the articles for compliance with Twitter’s content moderation policies.
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	Materials Policy.
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	Mr. Roth escalated the matter internally, and Twitter determined that, based on then-available information, the N.Y. Post articles violated the policies on Hacked Materials and 
	See Roth Decl. ¶¶ 10-11; see also Alfred Ng, How Social Networks Are Preparing for a Potential October Hack-and-Leak, CNET, Oct. 9, 2020, . 
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	Private Information that were in effect at the time.Accordingly, Twitter imposed the measures set out in those policies:  It prohibited users from sharing links to the articles, and it prevented the accounts of users who had previously shared the links from sending new Tweets Because Twitter does not delete users’ Tweets, the company instead puts a restriction on accounts that have posted material that violates Twitter’s The restriction allows the user’s profile and all non-offending Tweets to remain visibl
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	until those users deleted the offending Tweet.
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	policies.
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	delete the Tweets that were found to violate the site’s policies.
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	No one at Twitter, including the personnel responsible for applying and enforcing the content moderation policies, had any communications with the Biden presidential campaign, the Democratic National Committee, or their agents regarding the N.Y. Post articles before 
	making the determination that the materials violated the Twitter Rules and policies.
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	II. Analysis 
	Twitter’s enforcement of its commercially reasonable, pre-existing content moderation policies did not cause the company to make an in-kind contribution to the Biden for President campaign committee. 
	A. Twitter’s Actions Were Not “for the Purpose of Influencing” a Federal Election. 
	Temporarily blocking the N.Y. Post articles from the platform when enforcing its Hacked Materials Policy and Private Information Policy was not an expenditure by Twitter for the 
	Id. ¶¶ 15-16; see also @TwitterSafety, Twitter (Oct. 14, 2020, 7:44 PM), (“The images contained in the articles include personal and private information — like email addresses and phone numbers — which violate our rules.”); @TwitterSafety, Twitter (Oct. 14, 2020, 7:44 PM), (“As noted this morning, we also currently view[ed] materials included in the articles as violations of our Hacked Materials Policy.”). 
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	benefit of Biden for President.  Twitter enforced those policies for bona fide commercial reasons and not “for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”
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	FECA and Commission regulations prohibit corporations from making contributions or A “contribution” includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.”Prohibited corporate contributions also include, “any direct or indirect payment . . . or any services, or anything of value . . . to any candidate, campaign committee, or political party or organization, in connection with any [federal] e
	expenditures in connection with federal elections.
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	Longstanding Commission precedents establish that a “corporation’s bona fide commercial activity is neither ‘for the purpose of influencing any election for federal office’ nor ‘in connection with any election’ and thus is not a contribution or otherwise subject to regulation under the Act.”These precedents reflect the Commission’s prudent reluctance to second guess reasonable business judgments, absent evidence that they are made for the purpose of influencing a federal election rather than for legitimate 
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	An action taken by a corporation in the ordinary course of business does not become subject to FECA merely because it is alleged to provide an incidental benefit to a political candidate, as the RNC claims here.The Commission, for example, has determined that a business does not make a contribution or expenditure to a federal candidate when it uses corporate resources to demand a retraction to a negative news story about that candidate, if the purpose of the demand is “to defend its business reputation.”A b
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	See 52 U.S.C. §§ 30101(8)(A), 30118(b)(2). 
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	by name in paid advertisements to promote itself without those advertisements becoming contributions or A vendor providing services to political committees “may establish objective business criteria to protect the commercial viability of its business without making contributions to the committees that meet those criteria.”And “businesses that provide services to contributors . . . may also rely on commercial considerations to target customers and limit the range of services provided, without making any cont
	expenditures.
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	In this case, Twitter enforced its Hacked Materials Policy and Private Information Policy for bona fide commercial reasons, in the ordinary course of business, and in accordance with its pre-existing policies.  Its enforcement action was fully consistent with its stated business purpose of “serving the public conversation.”  Twitter engages in content moderation to maintain trust in the service and keep its users engaged, so that it can sell goods and services— advertising and data licensing.  As Twitter’s 
	That Twitter did not exclude the N.Y. Post articles for the purpose of influencing an election is particularly clear because the company simply implemented its pre-existing policies, which are politically neutral on their face.  The N.Y. Post articles plainly violated Twitter’s Private Information Policy, as they reproduced materials containing personal email addresses and phone numbers.  That alone justified the enforcement action. Additionally, the company reasonably agreed with other observers (and, appa
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	contribution when the company provided election-sensitive customers with free account security services that were “in the ordinary course of [its] business”). 
	See Advisory Opinion 2019-18 (IDF) (concluding that advertisements mentioning presidential candidates that are meant to drive internet traffic to a commercial website and that “do not espouse any public positions on any candidate or political party or contain express advocacy” are not contributions or expenditures). 
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	set out in its policy documents, by preventing the user from sending new Tweets until the offending Tweet was deleted.  Also consistent with its policies, Twitter did not take any action to block or minimize distribution of content that merely discussed the subject matter of the N.Y. 
	Post articles without republishing the unredacted emails included within the articles.
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	While the RNC complaint calls Twitter’s enforcement of its policies “unprecedented actions,”in actual fact Twitter constantly evaluates and takes action against material that violates its Rules and policies.  In the last period for which data is publicly available, Twitter took down almost 16,000 Tweets per day.Twitter enforces its Rules and policies without regard to political considerations.  For example, when President Trump was diagnosed with COVID-19, Twitter announced that “tweets that wish or hope fo
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	violating the platform’s voter suppression rules.
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	This treatment is consistent with the version of Twitter’s Hacked Materials Policy in effect on October 14 and with past moderation decisions relating to potentially hacked materials.  For instance, the September 2020 New York Times story regarding President Trump’s tax returns cited by the RNC merely discussed but did not republish those tax returns and therefore was not subject to enforcement action.  Nor did that story contain any of the specified private information covered by Twitter’s Private Informat
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	The RNC has made no showing, beyond mere speculation, that Twitter’s enforcement action excluding the N.Y. Post articles from its platform was made for any political purpose, let alone for the purpose of influencing the 2020 presidential election.  The RNC’s blanket assertions about the partisan leanings of Twitter officers and employees are legally and factually irrelevant.  The Commission correctly disregards such speculative allegations, particularly where the respondent, as Twitter does here, refutes th
	57 

	Twitter’s actions were squarely consistent with the company’s commercial interests and were undertaken in keeping with Twitter’s pre-existing content moderation policies, resulting in no expenditure. 
	B. Twitter Did Not Coordinate with Any Federal Candidate or Political Party. 
	Here there was neither an expenditure nor coordination, however, and for this reason as well, there was no in-kind contribution. 
	FECA treats a coordinated expenditure as an in-kind contribution.
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	The Commission’s regulations provide that “any expenditure” by an individual or organization “that is coordinated” with a campaign or political party is “an in-kind contribution to . . . the candidate or political party committee with whom or with which it was coordinated.”An expenditure is “coordinated” with a campaign or political party committee if it is “made in cooperation, consultation or concert with, or at the request or suggestion of” the campaign or 
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	party.
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	As explained below, Twitter’s content moderation decisions with respect to the N.Y. Post articles are subject to the media exemption and therefore do not constitute an “expenditure” within the meaning of FECA.  Moreover, it is doubtful that any actual expenditure could be associated with Twitter’s nearly automatic enforcement of its policies. Regardless, there was no coordination.  Twitter did not receive a request from the Biden campaign to review (much less restrict) the N.Y.Nor did decision-makers at Twi
	 Post articles.
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	See MUR 5467 (Michael Moore), First General Counsel’s Report at 5 (“Purely speculative charges, especially when accompanied by a direct refutation, do not form the adequate basis to find reason to believe that a violation of [the Act] has occurred.”) (quoting MUR 4960 (Hillary Rodham Clinton et al.), Statement of Reasons at 3); see also MUR 4850 (Deloitte & Touche, LLP), Statement of Reasons of Chairman Darryl R. Wold and Commissioners David M. Mason and Scott E. Thomas at 2 (“[a] mere conclusory allegation
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	Biden campaign regarding Twitter’s decision to enforce its content moderation policies with respect to the N.Y. Post 
	articles.
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	Accordingly, there was no coordinated expenditure resulting in an in-kind contribution to the Biden for President campaign committee.  
	C. Twitter’s Content Moderation Decisions Are Subject to the Media Exemption. 
	Twitter is a “media entity,” as defined under the Commission’s media exemption, carrying news and commentary.  For this reason too, its decisions regarding moderation of the news and commentary posted on its website do not constitute contributions or expenditures subject to regulation by the Commission.  Deciding what content to include or exclude from a media platform, including under applicable content policies, is a core function associated with any media entity, whether a newspaper, television station, 
	Commission regulations exclude from the definition of contribution or expenditure “[a]ny cost incurred in covering or carrying a news story, commentary, or editorial by any broadcasting station (including a cable television operator, programmer or producer), Web site, newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publication, including any Internet or electronic publication.”To determine whether this media exemption applies, the Commission uses a two-step analysis, first asking whether the entity engaging in the
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	Twitter is a media entity because its platform is a “Web site” that is both an “Internet . . . publication” itself and a carrier of content posted by other Internet publications.  The Commission “has not limited the definition of ‘media entity’ to ‘traditional news outlets.’”  Instead, it gives the term “media entity” a “broad interpretation.”This is especially so with respect to the Internet because the Commission has recognized the Internet to be “a unique and evolving mode of mass communication and polit
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	a manner that warrants a restrained regulatory approach.”As “used in the Commission’s media exemption regulations, ‘[t]he terms “Web site” and “any Internet or electronic publication” are meant to encompass a wide range of existing and developing technology, such as websites, “podcasts,” etc.’”
	66 
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	Media entities covered by the media exemption are entities that “cover or carry news stories, commentary, and editorials on the Internet.”Twitter routinely carries news stories, Moreover, an entity does not need to create its own content to be covered by the media exemption.  To the contrary, the Commission has held repeatedly that a website or other internet publication, like Twitter, that mostly distributes content created by third parties is treated as a media entity for purposes of the media exemption. 
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	majority of its revenue from advertising.
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	To avail itself of the media exemption, a media entity must not be owned or controlled by a political party, political committee, or candidate.  Twitter, a publicly traded company, is not so 
	owned or controlled.
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	The Commission has interpreted the legitimate press function of media entities to encompass a broad range of activities, finding that a media entity providing coverage of campaign events would be a legitimate press function even if the media entity covered Likewise, the Commission has held that an Internet-based media entity that streamed campaign events consisting solely of content In contrast, the Commission has found activities by media entities not to be a legitimate press function only when they involv
	campaigns only from one political party and not the other.
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	created by the campaign committees would be engaged in a legitimate press function.
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	Twitter’s enforcement of its content moderation policies with respect to the N.Y. Post articles, unlike conducting fundraising for a candidate or issuing awards to campaign volunteers, reflects a core function of any social media organization to ensure that news and commentary posted on its site conform to its Rules and policies intended to protect users of the site and third parties.  Traditional media organizations have long exercised the same editorial control over content they publish to preserve editor
	D. Twitter’s Content Moderation Decisions Are Protected under Section 230, and Requiring Twitter to Host Materials on Its Platform Would Violate the First Amendment. 
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	Second, Section 230 provides that no “interactive computer service shall be held liable”In short, Section 230 bars legal action “seeking to hold a service provider liable for its exercise of a publisher’s traditional editorial functions—such as deciding whether to publish, withdraw, Because “any activity that can be boiled down to deciding whether to exclude material that third parties seek to post online is perforce immune under section 230,”decisions by Twitter to exclude the N.Y. Post articles from its p
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	Additionally, the First Amendment right to free speech extends to a right against Just as a newspaper cannot be compelled to host editorials by political candidates,the First Amendment protects the right of social networks to decide what content to host.Finding reason to believe that Twitter violated the Act by moderating the N.Y. Post articles would essentially require Twitter to host that content.  Such a mandate would violate the First Amendment. 
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	See Wooley v. Maynard, 430 U.S. 705, 714 (1977) (“We begin with the proposition that the right of freedom of thought protected by the First Amendment against state action includes both the right to speak freely and the right to refrain from speaking at all.”). 
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	See Miami Herald Publ’g Co. v. Tornillo, 418 U.S. 241, 258 (1974). 
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	*** 
	For the reasons stated above, we respectfully request that the Commission dismiss the 
	Complaint. 
	Respectfully submitted, 
	______________________ 
	Robert K. Kelner Brendan Parets Elizabeth Upton COVINGTON & BURLING LLP One CityCenter 850 Tenth Street, NW Washington, DC 20001 (202) 662-6000 
	Counsel for Twitter, Inc. 
	Exhibit A 
	BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	) In re MUR 7821 ) 
	DECLARATION OF YOEL ROTH 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	My name is Y oel Roth. This declaration is made upon my personal knowledge and belief. 

	2. 
	2. 
	I am Head of Site Integrity at Twitter, which is part of Twitter' s Trust & Safety department. In this role, I lead the company's Site Integrity Team, which assesses content posted on Twitter to determine whether it violates the company's policies. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Visitors to the Twitter website and users of the mobile application can report content that may violate the company's policies. Twitter also uses machine-learning programs to identify content that may violate Twitter policies. 

	4. 
	4. 
	The Site Integrity Team also receives and reviews reports, including from security consultants, regarding hacking incidents. 

	5. 
	5. 
	The Site Integrity Team assesses content flagged for review under Twitter' s policies. 

	6. 
	6. 
	Twitter regularly enforces its policies, including the Distribution of Hacked Materials Policy and Private Information Policy. The TwitterService team assists with implementation of such enforcement actions. 


	7. As a matter ofpractice, neither I nor the other members ofthe Site Integrity Team communicate directly with persons outside Twitter that report content for violating Twitter' s policies. 8. For routine content moderation decisions, the Site Integrity Team makes enforcement decisions. For high-profile matters and content that presents more complex considerations, the Site Integrity Team performs an initial assessment and escalates the matter internally for a final enforcement decision. 9. When evaluating 
	these meetings that there were rumors that a hack-and-leak operation would involve Hunter Biden. 12. On October 14, 2020, I learned from media coverage that the New York Post had posted articles to its website that morning containing emails and other personal materials purportedly found on a hard drive that allegedly belonged to Hunter Biden. 13. The Site Integrity Team preliminarily determined that the information in the articles could have been obtained through hacking, based on, among other things, the t
	18. 
	18. 
	18. 
	I did not receive any communications from or have any communications with representatives of Biden for President, the Democratic National Committee, or any oftheir agents regarding the New York Post articles before Twitter implemented the enforcement actions on October 14, 2020. 

	19. 
	19. 
	To the best ofmy knowledge, no Twitter employee received any communications from or had any communications with representatives of Biden for President, the Democratic National Committee, or any oftheir agents regarding the New York Post articles before Twitter implemented the enforcement actions on October 14, 2020. 


	* * * 
	Yoel Roth (De<: 17, 2020 16:J.S PST) 
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	Date: 
	Dec 17, 2020 

	Signature: fbd :fpthYoelRoth (Dec 17, 2020 16:15 PST) 
	Signature: fbd :fpthYoelRoth (Dec 17, 2020 16:15 PST) 

	Email: 
	Email: 
	yoel@twitter.com 

	Title: 
	Title: 
	Head of Site Integrity 

	Company: 
	Company: 
	Twitter Inc. 
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	Exhibit B 
	BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	) In re MUR 7821 ) 
	DECLARATION OF LAUREN CULBERTSON 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	My name is Lauren Culbertson. This declaration is made upon my personal knowledge and belief. 

	2. 
	2. 
	I am employed by Twitter, Inc. as Head ofU.S. Public Policy. In that role, I lead Twitter' s Public Policy team devoted to state and federal policy work. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Twitter's Public Policy team serves as the primary point of contact at Twitter for officeholders, election officials, candidates, campaigns, and party committees. At least one member of Twitter' s legal team also worked with officeholders, election officials, candidates, campaigns, and party committees during the 2018 U.S. midterm election and the 2020 presidential campaign. 

	4. 
	4. 
	The Public Policy team provides user support to governmental Twitter users, including executive branch agencies and officials, members of Congress, the President, and others in the administration. The Public Policy team maintains a general email account () for government contacts to direct questions and concerns and to report content that they believe violates Twitter policies. 
	gov@twitter.com


	5. 
	5. 
	As the primary points ofcontact for officeholders, election officials, candidates, campaigns, and party committees, the Public Policy team receives requests from those persons for Tweets to be reviewed for compliance with Twitter' s policies. The Public 


	Policy team forwards these requests to review content to enforcement agents, including members ofthe TwitterService and the Trust & Safety teams. 
	6. 
	6. 
	6. 
	I am aware that the New York Post published a series ofarticles on October 14, 2020, containing images and emails purportedly sent and received by Hunter Biden (the "Articles"). 

	7. 
	7. 
	I am also aware that on October 14, 2020, Twitter's Trust & Safety leadership determined the Articles violated Twitter policies and enforced those policies against the Articles, removing associated content from the platform. 

	8. 
	8. 
	I did not receive any communications from or have any communications with representatives ofBiden for President, the Democratic National Committee, or any oftheir agents regarding the Articles before Twitter implemented the enforcement actions on October 14, 2020. 

	9. 
	9. 
	To the best ofmy knowledge, no Twitter employee received any communications from or had any communications with representatives ofBiden for President, the Democratic National Committee, or any oftheir agents regarding the Articles before Twitter implemented the enforcement actions on October 14, 2020. 
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	Lauren Culbertson 
	Date: Dec 17, 2020 
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	Lauren M Culbertson (Dec 17, 2020 18:43 EST) 
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	lculbertson@twitter.com 
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	13 I. INTRODUCTION 
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	coordinated with Twitter and therefore knowingly accepted the prohibited corporate contributions. 
	Respondents deny the allegations.  Twitter states that it (1) blocked users from sharing links to and posting certain information from the New York Post articles relating to hacked and personal information and (2) labeled Trump’s tweets regarding election fraud and election results.  It argues that it did not make a contribution because these actions were undertaken for bona fide commercial reasons and not for the purpose of influencing a federal election.  Twitter denies the remaining allegations that it l
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	 MUR 7868, that it did not coordinate with Twitter.  
	As discussed below, Twitter has credibly explained that it acted with a commercial motivation in response to the New York Post articles rather than with an electoral purpose.  With respect to its actions concerning Trump’s tweets, there is no evidence that Twitter coordinated its actions with the Biden Committee, and as such, the actions did not constitute contributions.  Finally, the remaining allegations that Twitter limited the visibility of Republican users, suppressed distribution of an interview, and 
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	1 Communications, violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b) by consenting to 2 prohibited corporate contributions; and find no reason to believe that the Biden Committee 3 knowingly accepted or received and failed to report such contributions in violation of 52 U.S.C. 4 §§ 30104(b)(3)(A), 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. §§ 104.3(a), 114.2. 5 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 6 Twitter is a social media platform and public Delaware corporation; it states that it 7 derives the majority of its revenue from advertisin
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	10 Communications.  Biden for President is 2020 presidential candidate Joe Biden’s authorized 
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	11 committee, and Andrea Wise is its treasurer.  The Complaints allege that Twitter, by 
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	12 suppressing negative information regarding Biden and taking certain actions directed against 
	13 Trump and his supporters, all of which are detailed below, did so “for the clear purpose of 
	14 supporting the Biden campaign.”
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	Resp. at 2 (Dec. 21, 2020), MUR 7821 [hereinafter MUR 7821 Twitter Resp.]. 
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	1 A. Twitter’s Content Policies 
	2 Twitter asserts that it has enacted a number of content policies, which are enforced by its 
	3 Site Integrity Team, part of Twitter’s larger Trust & Safety Team.Twitter states that, “as a core 
	7 

	4 commercial objective,” it enacted these policies as part of its efforts to concentrate on the 
	5 “‘reduction of abuse, harassment, spam, manipulation and malicious automation on the 
	6 platform.’”In its public securities filings, Twitter has identified that “a decrease in the 
	8 

	7 perceived quality, usefulness, trustworthiness or relevance of the content generated by people on 
	8 Twitter or content partners” may have a “potentially negative” effect on its business.
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	9 As relevant here, Twitter’s policies include the following: 
	10 • Distribution of Hacked Materials Policy. Prohibits users from 11 distributing hacked materials, including by posting hacked content directly 12 or by linking to hacked content hosted on other websites, but provides that 13 users “can discuss a hack that has taken place.”14 15 
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	TWITTER, DISTRIBUTION OF HACKED MATERIALS POLICY (Mar. 2019) [hereinafter Twitter Hacked ]. Twitter has subsequently revised its policy to limit blocking hacked materials shared directly by the hacker; with respect to hacked materials shared by others, it may append labels providing context regarding the source of the material. See TWITTER, DISTRIBUTION OF HACKED MATERIALS POLICY (Oct. 2020), (“As such, we don’t permit the use of our services to directly distribute content obtained through hacking by the pe
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	1 • Private Information Policy.  Prohibits Twitter users from sharing certain 2 information about others without permission, including contact 3 information; physical location; identity documents; financial account 4 5 6 • Civic Integrity Policy.  Prohibits users from using Twitter to 7 “manipulat[e] or interfere[e] in elections or other civic processes.”8 Twitter enforces this policy by labeling or removing information deemed 9 false or misleading and “intended to undermine public confidence in an 
	information; and medical records.
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	10 election.”  Prior to the 2020 election, Twitter publicly announced that 11 candidates would not be permitted to “claim an election win before it is 12 authoritatively called” by either one of a list of state election officials or 13 Twitter states that it enacted the 14 Civil Integrity Policy to protect “the integrity of the election 15 conversation.”
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	16 B. Twitter’s Response to the October 2020 New York Post Articles 
	17 On October 14 and 15, 2020, the New York Post published three articles relating to 
	18 The emails 
	emails purportedly obtained from a laptop belonging to Joe Biden’s son, Hunter.
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	1 allegedly suggested that Hunter Biden used his relationship with his father to further his business 2 dealings in Ukraine, and other materials included a video appearing to show Hunter Biden 3 The New York Post 4 Twitter states that, on October 14, its Site Integrity Team, part of its Trust & Safety 5 department, reviewed the first of the New York Post articles for compliance with Twitter’s 6 policies and determined that the materials were potentially obtained through hacking and that the 7 Twitter states
	engaging in illegal activity.
	17 
	articles republished some of these materials.
	18 
	materials contained private email addresses and phone numbers.
	19 

	10 leadership team determined to block users from sharing links to the New York Post articles and 11 prevent users who had previously shared the articles from sending new tweets until they deleted 12 Twitter states that all users were permitted to discuss 13 the content of the New York Post articles so long as they did not link to or share the articles 14 In a declaration submitted with Twitter’s 15 Response, the head of Twitter’s Site Integrity Team attests that Twitter received official 16 warnings throug
	their previous tweets sharing the articles.
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	containing the hacked and private information.
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	See MUR 7821 Compl. at 2; MUR 7821 Compl. at 2-3; MUR 7868 Compl. at 1. New York Post articles, supra note 16 MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 6; Roth Decl. at 3. MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 5-7; Roth Decl. at 3. Twitter states that it does not delete users’ tweets, but 
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	instead restricts them from posting additional content until they delete any tweets in violation of Twitter’s policies. MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 7. MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 7. 
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	1 and release materials associated with political campaigns and that Hunter Biden might be a target 2 3 C. Other Alleged Twitter Actions 4 Aside from the main allegation among the three Complaints that Twitter made an in-kind 5 contribution to the Biden campaign through its response to the New York Post articles, the MUR 6 7868 Complaint alleges that Twitter made contributions to the Biden Committee in several other 7 ways.  First, the MUR 7868 Complaint points to labels that Twitter placed on certain of Do
	of one such operation.
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	10 disputed,” and that “the [Associated Press] has called the race differently.”Neither the MUR 11 7868 Complaint nor the Responses provide examples of Trump’s tweets, which are currently 12 unavailable on the Twitter platform, or of the labels applied to these tweets.  Twitter states that, 13 in addition to Trump, it similarly labeled approximately 300,000 tweets, and 456 tweets also 14 received warning messages,Twitter asserts that it 15   As discussed 16 above, prior to the election, Twitter publicly ann
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	1 to “claim an election win before it is authoritatively called” by either state election officials or 2 3 Second, the MUR 7868 Complaint alleges that Twitter “filter[ed] out, and limit[ed] the 4 reach and visibility of conservative, [R]epublican, and pro-Trump voices,”a practice known as 5 “shadow banning.”  The Complaint points to a news article covering an issue on Twitter’s 6 platform regarding auto-population of the search field, which appeared to exclude prominent 7 Twitter 8 spokespersons contended a
	two or more national news outlets.
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	conservative accounts from appearing as suggested results to user searches.
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	1   According to a news report cited by the Complaint, Twitter users shared the video 2 over 65,000 times and the video collected “more than 115,000 likes.”  However, the interview 3 did not “trend” — i.e.  The Complaint appears to 4 allege that, given the video’s popularity, Twitter must have taken action to prevent it from 5   Twitter denies that it in any way “undertook to suppress the 6 Bobulinski story” and asserts that the interview was viewed over 2.5 million times on Twitter as 7 8 Fourth, the MUR 7
	ventures.
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	10 2020, Twitter blocked users from linking to a lawsuit filed in Georgia challenging the state’s 11 election results, marking the link as “unsafe.”Twitter states that this was an error, and that the 12 issue was “quickly resolved upon discovery.”13 Finally, the MUR 7868 Complaint also alleges that Twitter coordinated its activities with 14 the Biden Committee, based on the fact that Twitter’s former director of public policy joined the 
	39 
	40 

	Tucker Carlson (@TuckerCarlson), TWITTER (Oct. 27, 2020, 9:30 PM), (tweeting video of Bobulinski interview). 
	33 
	/ status/1321263064319217665 
	https://twitter.com/TuckerCarlson


	Mili Godio, Tucker Carlson’s Tony Bobulinski Interview Viewed Over 2.5 Million Times on Twitter, as Trump Says Big Tech Is Suppressing the “Biden Corruption” Story, NEWSWEEK (Oct. 28, 2020), 
	34 
	https://www news 
	https://www news 
	week.com/tucker-carlsons-tony-bobulinski-interview-viewed-over-25-million-times-twitter-trump-says-big-1543001 


	(cited in MUR 7868 Compl. at 2 n.2). 
	Id. 
	35 

	MUR 7868 Compl. at 2 & n.2. 
	36 

	MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 9. 
	37 

	MUR 7868 Compl. at 2 & n.3. 
	38 

	Id. at 2; MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 9; Jonathan Garber, Twitter Claims It Has Reversed Ban of Link to Sidney Powell’s Georgia Election Lawsuit, FOX BUS. (Nov. 26, 2020), (citied in MUR 7868 Compl. at 2 n.3). 
	39 
	/ twitter-claims-reversed-censorship-of-link-to-attorney-sidney-powells-lawsuit-seeking-to-decertify-overturngeorgia-election-results 
	https://www.foxbusiness.com/markets
	-


	MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 9; see also Garber, supra note 39 (quoting Twitter spokesperson as stating, “The URL referenced was mistakenly marked under our unsafe links policy — this action has now been reversed”). 
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	1 Biden transition team.Twitter and the Biden Committee both deny that they ever discussed 2 Twitter’s enforcement of its policies, both generally and with respect to the actions at issue 3 here.  In a sworn declaration, Twitter’s Head of U.S. Public Policy states that neither she nor 4 any Twitter employees of which she is aware were contacted by the Biden Committee prior to 5 The Biden Committee states that the Biden 6 transition team, which hired a former Twitter Public Policy Director, and which the Com
	41 
	42
	Twitter’s policy enforcement determinations.
	43 
	the Biden Committee.
	44 

	10 A. Relevant Law Concerning Contributions 11 The Act prohibits corporations from making contributions to federal candidates, and 12 likewise bars candidates, political committees (other than independent expenditure-only political 13 committees and committees with hybrid accounts), and other persons from knowingly accepting 14 15 Under the Act, a “contribution” includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit 16 of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any 
	or receiving corporate contributions.
	45 

	MUR 7868 Compl. at 2; see also MUR 7821 Compl. at 3 (observing that “there appears to be a revolving door between the Biden campaign and the company” and pointing to the same director of public policy mentioned in the MUR 7868 Complaint as well as the fact that the former press secretary for Kamala Harris, Biden’s running-mate, now works for Twitter). The MUR 7821 Complaint does not explicitly allege that Biden or the Biden Committee coordinated with Twitter. 
	41 

	MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 1, 11-12; Resp. at 3, 7, 17-18 (Dec. 21, 2020), MUR 7827 [hereinafter MUR 7827 Twitter Resp.]; MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 1, 13-14; MUR 7868 Biden Committee Resp. at 3-5. 
	42 

	MUR 7821 Resp, Ex. B (Decl. of Lauren Culbertson, Head of U.S. Public Policy, Twitter) [hereinafter Culbertson Decl.] (identifying her team as the point of contact for political campaigns). 
	43 

	MUR 7868 Biden Committee Resp. at 4 (“Mr. Monje and Ms. Hertz are not now, and were not at the time of their hiring, employees of the Committee.”) 
	44 

	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); accord 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(a), (d). 
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	1   The term “anything of value” includes “all in-kind contributions.”In2 kind contributions include “coordinated expenditures,” that is, expenditures “made by any person 3 in cooperation, consultation or in concert, with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candidate, 4 his [or her] authorized committees, or their agents.”  A communication is coordinated and thus 5 treated as an in-kind contribution when it is: (1) paid for by a third-party; (2) satisfies one of five 6   All three prongs are required 7 i
	for Federal office.
	46
	47 
	-
	48
	content standards; and (3) satisfies one of five conduct standards.
	49
	contribution.
	50 

	10 services.”11 The Commission has concluded that a commercial vendor providing services to political 12 committees will not make a contribution for the purpose of influencing an election when its 13 business activity “reflects commercial considerations and does not reflect considerations outside 14 of a business relationship.”A commercial vendor need not make its services available to 15 committees representing all political ideologies, but rather may establish objective business 
	51 
	52 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A); accord 11 C.F.R. § 100.52. 11 C.F.R. § 100.52(d). 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B); 11 C.F.R. § 109.20. 11 C.F.R. § 109.21(a). 
	46 
	47 
	48 
	49 

	See id. 
	50 

	Id. § 100.52(d) (listing examples of goods or services, such as securities, facilities, equipment, supplies, personnel, advertising services, membership lists, and mailing lists). Advisory Opinion 2012-31 at 4 (AT&T). 
	51 
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	1 criteria to protect commercial viability of its business without making contributions to the 
	2 
	committees that meet those criteria.
	53 

	3 The Commission has long considered activity engaged in for bona fide commercial 
	4 reasons not to be “for the purpose of influencing an election,” and thus, not a contribution or 
	5 This is true even if a candidate benefitted from the 
	expenditure under section 30118(a).
	54 

	6 commercial 
	activity.
	55 

	7 B. The Commission Should Find No Reason to Believe That Twitter Made and 8 the Biden Committee Knowingly Accepted and Failed to Report Prohibited 9 In-Kind Corporate Contributions 
	10 As explained below, the actions taken by Twitter in response to the October 2020 New 
	11 York Post articles, i.e., blocking users from tweeting hacked or personal information, and in 
	Advisory Opinion 2017-06 (Stein & Gottlieb) at 6 (“[A] commercial vendor, providing services to political committees . . . need not make its services available to committees representing all political ideologies, but rather may establish objective business criteria to protect the commercial viability of its business without making contributions to the committees that meet those criteria.”); Advisory Opinion 2004-06 at 1 (Meetup) (explaining that a corporation may provide goods and services to political comm
	53 

	See, e.g., Factual & Legal Analysis at 4, MUR 6586 (World Wrestling Entertainment, Inc.) (finding that WWE acted with the “sole intent to defend its business reputation” and not for the purpose of influencing an election when WWE’s senior vice president sent a letter to a newspaper seeking a retraction of a negative article about Senate candidate Linda McMahon, who owned and served as CEO of WWE); First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 13 & Cert. ¶ 1 (June 7, 2005), MUR 5474 (Dog Eat Dog Films, et al.) (approving no 
	54 

	See First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 16 & Cert. ¶ 5 (June 6, 1994), MUR 3622 (The Clinton/Gore ‘92 Committee) (approving no reason to believe recommendation); First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 16, MUR 3622 (The Clinton/Gore ‘92 Committee) (“[T]he fact that any of these candidates . . . may have received an indirect benefit (dissemination of their political positions) as a result of the sale of these tapes does not convert commercial activity into a corporate contribution.”); Factual & Legal Analysis at 6, MUR 7024 (
	55 
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	1 response to Trump’s tweets regarding alleged voter fraud and the election results, i.e., labeling 2 these tweets as disputed, appear to reflect bona fide commercial considerations rather than an 3 effort to influence a federal election. It appears that both of these actions were in accordance 4 with Twitter’s pre-existing content policies, and that Twitter enacted these policies for 5 commercial reasons ultimately relating to the protection of its brand and its ability to attract 6 advertisers — i.e., it’
	56

	10 suggest that Twitter coordinated any of its activities with the Biden Committee. 
	11 1. 12 Twitter acknowledges that, following the October 2020 publication of the New York Post 13 articles at issue, Twitter blocked users from sharing links to the articles. But Twitter states that 14 this was because its Site Integrity Team assessed that the New York Post articles likely contained 15 hacked and personal information, the sharing of which violated both Twitter’s Distribution of 16 Hacked Materials and Private Information Policies.  Twitter points out that although sharing 
	Blocking Sharing of the New York Post Articles 

	17 links to the articles was blocked, users were still permitted to otherwise discuss the content of the 18 New York Post articles because doing so did not directly involve spreading any hacked or 19 personal Based on the information available to Twitter at the time, these actions 
	information.
	57 

	MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 2-3; see also MUR 7827 Twitter Resp. at 1 (“Twitter blocked potentially hacked content that contained private information such as email addresses, phone numbers, and personal photographs for bona fide commercial reasons and to enforce preexisting Rules and policies intended to protect the safety, integrity, and commercial viability of its social media platform.”). 
	56 

	MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 2-7; Roth Decl. at 3; MUR 7827 Twitter Resp. at 1-3; MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 11-12; Twitter Hacked Materials Policy; Twitter Private Information Policy. 
	57 
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	1 appear to reflect Twitter’s stated commercial purpose of removing misinformation and other 2   Federal law 3 enforcement agencies apparently communicated to Twitter that they expected hack-and-leak 4 operations by state actors might occur in the period shortly before the 2020 presidential election 5   Moreover, 6 These 7 circumstances appear to reflect a commercial, not electoral, basis for Twitter to have blocked 8 users from sharing this information on its platform. 9 Two of the Complaints argue that th
	abusive content from its platform, not a purpose of influencing an election.
	58
	and warned that such a hack-and-leak operation might involve Hunter Biden.
	59
	images of the materials plainly show unredacted email addresses and phone numbers.
	60 

	10   It remains unclear 11 whether the materials were hacked under the meaning of Twitter’s policy, but what is relevant 12 here is that Twitter’s contemporaneous assessment that these materials were hacked, based on 13 warnings from federal intelligence agencies, was done in accordance with its existing content 14 In any event, because the materials 15 contained personal information, which was apparent on their face, Twitter could have separately 
	were not in violation of Twitter’s Distribution of Hacked Materials policy.
	61
	policies, which were adopted for commercial reasons.
	62 

	Twitter has identified that “a decrease in the perceived quality, usefulness, trustworthiness or relevance of the content generated by people on Twitter or content partners” may have a “potentially negative” effect on its business. See supra note 9 and accompanying text. 
	58 

	Roth Decl. ¶¶ 10-11. 
	59 

	New York Post articles, supra note 16. 
	60 

	MUR 7821 Compl. at 3; MUR 7827 Compl. at 3-4. 
	61 

	Roth Decl. ¶¶ 10-11 (“I have had regular meetings with the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, the Department of Homeland Security, the FBI, and industry peers regarding election security. . . . During these weekly meetings, the federal law enforcement agencies communicated that they expected ‘hack-and-leak’ operations by state actors might occur in the period shortly before the 2020 presidential election . . . [and] that there were rumors that a hack-and-leak operation would involve Hunter Bid
	62 
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	1 blocked users from sharing the materials, given the apparent violation of Twitter’s Private 2 Information 3 Two of the Complaints allege that, even if Twitter did follow its policies, Twitter has 4 been inconsistent in the enforcement of its policies, reflecting an ideological bias.  However, 5 the Complaints do not provide convincing information to support their claim.  Their main 6 argument is to present a contrast between Twitter’s treatment of the New York Post articles and 7 its treatment of a New Yo
	Policy.
	63 
	64

	10   Accordingly, it does not appear there was a 11 basis for Twitter to have identified a violation of its rules that would have justified blocking 12 users from sharing the New York Times articles. In short, the allegedly differing treatment 13 identified by the MUR 7821 and 7827 Complaints does not show that Twitter’s actions were 14 inconsistent. 
	not contain any hacked or private information.
	65

	Twitter Private Information Policy (“Under this policy, you can’t share the following types of private information, without the permission of the person who it belongs to: . . . contact information, including non-public personal phone numbers or email addresses . . . .”). 
	63 

	MUR 7821 Compl. at 3-4; MUR 7827 Compl. at 5-6. 
	64 

	MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 10 n.51; MUR 7827 Twitter Resp. at 3; see Twitter Hacked Materials Policy (“[T]his policy only addresses instances in which the materials themselves are being distributed — not discussions of or reporting about hacking which refer to but do not embed or link to the materials themselves. Tweets referring to a hack or discussing hacked materials would not be considered a violation of this policy unless materials associated with the hack are directly distributed in the text of a Tweet
	65 
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	1 In sum, Twitter has credibly explained that its actions to block uses from sharing links to 2 the New York Post articles were undertaken for commercial reasons and thus did not constitute a 3 contribution within the meaning of the Act. 
	4 2. 5 Leading up to and following the 2020 election, Twitter placed labels on certain of 6 Trump’s tweets concerning alleged voter fraud (informing readers that his claims of voters fraud 7 were disputed) and tweets in which Trump claimed that he had won the election (informing 8   The MUR 7868 9 Complaint alleges that these labels constituted “an in-kind contribution, and [were] equivalent to 
	Labeling Trump’s Tweets 
	readers that the Associated Press had called the race for Joe Biden).
	66

	10 offering free advertising [to] the Biden campaign.”11 Although the available information suggests that Twitter may have met the payment 12 prong of the coordinated communications test by expending corporate resources to add the labels 13 to Trump’s tweets, neither the “content” or the “conduct” prongs appear to be satisfied. 14 First, the content standards in the regulation all require a communication to be either an 15 “electioneering communication” or a “public communication,” neither of which appears 
	67 
	to Twitter’s activities.
	68 
	requirements regarding the audience, depending on the office.
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	MUR 7868 Compl. at 2. 
	66 

	Id. 
	67 

	See 11 C.F.R. § 109.21(c) (content standards). 
	68 

	52 U.S.C. § 30104(f)(3) (definition of electioneering communication); 11 C.F.R. § 100.29 (same). 
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	1 therefore does not legally qualify as an electioneering communication.  Alternatively, a public 2 communication is “a communication by means of any broadcast, cable, or satellite 3 communication, newspaper, magazine, outdoor advertising facility, mass mailing, or telephone 4 bank to the general public, or any other form of general public political advertising.”The 5 Commission’s implementing regulation provides that public communications “shall not include 6 communications over the Internet, except for co
	70 
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	10 Second, each of the conduct standards requires some interaction with the allegedly 11 coordinating candidate or campaign regarding the communication, such as a request or 12 suggestion, substantial discussions, or use of a common vendor, but there is no indication of any 13 The MUR 7868 Complaint does 14 not allege, and there is no other information to suggest, that Twitter added the labels to Trump’s 15 tweets in coordination with the Biden Committee. Moreover, it appears that Twitter’s actions 16   Pri
	such interaction between Twitter and the Biden Committee.
	72 
	can be explained by its Civic Integrity Policy.
	73
	either state election officials or two or more national news outlets.
	74 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(22) (definition of public communication); 11 C.F.R. § 100.26 (same). 11 C.F.R. § 100.26. See id. § 109.21(d) (content standards); see also id. 109.21(e) (stating that an agreement or formal 
	70 
	71 
	72 

	collaboration “is not required for a communication to be a coordinated communication”). MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 4. Gadde & Beykpour, supra note 14. 
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	1 neither state election authorities nor two or more authoritative national news outlets had called 2 Further, Twitter’s Civic Integrity Policy forbade “disputed claims that 3 could undermine faith in the process itself, such as unverified information about election rigging, 4 ballot tampering, vote tallying, or certification of election results; and misleading claims about 5 the results or outcome of a civic process which calls for or could lead to interference with the 6 implementation of the results of t
	the race in his favor.
	75 
	76

	10 Trump’s tweets satisfy the definition of coordinated expenditure — the analysis here focuses on 
	11 any payments by Twitter that were “not made for communications.”  To the extent that Twitter 
	77

	12 incurred any costs unrelated to communications, there is still nothing to suggest that Twitter 
	13 made the payments “in cooperation, consultation or concert with, or at the request or suggestion 
	14 of” any candidate, for the reasons stated above with respect to the conduct prong of the 
	15 coordinated communication test.  Again, there is no information from which to infer that 
	78

	16 Twitter had such contact with the Biden Committee.  Accordingly, there is no basis to infer that 
	17 
	any payments by Twitter were coordinated expenditures.
	79 

	See Gadde & Beykpour, supra note 14; MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 12-13. [information about Twitter enforcing against Democrats who did the same thing, called their race early]. 
	75 

	Twitter Civic Integrity Policy. 
	76 

	Coordinated and Independent Expenditures, 68 Fed. Reg. at 425; see Advisory Opinion 2011-14 at 4 (Utah Bankers Ass’n). 
	77 

	52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i); 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a). 
	78 

	An in-kind contribution may also come in the form of a “good or service,” see 11 C.F.R. § 100.52(d), but we do not provide a separate analysis under this theory. The available information does not suggest any direct or indirect contact between Twitter and the Biden Committee about the labeling of Trump’s tweets, such that Twitter might have provided anything of value to the Biden Committee. 
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	1 
	1 
	In conclusion, there is no information to suggest that Twitter and the Biden Committee 

	2 
	2 
	coordinated Twitter’s labeling of Trump’s tweets concerning alleged voter fraud and claims that 

	3 
	3 
	he had won the 2020 election.  Moreover, Twitter has presented information to suggest that its 

	4 
	4 
	actions were undertaken to advance its commercial interest and not made for the purpose of 

	5 
	5 
	influencing a federal election.  Therefore, it does not appear that Twitter’s labeling of Trump’s 

	6 
	6 
	tweets resulted in an in-kind contribution from Twitter to the Trump campaign. 

	7 
	7 
	3. Alleged Shadow Banning, Suppression of the Bobulinski Interview, and 

	8 
	8 
	Limiting of Coverage of Lawsuits Regarding Election Fraud 

	9 
	9 
	With respect to Twitter’s other alleged activities, including “shadow banning” prominent 

	10 
	10 
	Republican Twitter users, suppressing Tucker Carlson’s interview of Tony Bobulinski, and 

	11 
	11 
	suppressing coverage of election fraud lawsuits, Twitter has credibly denied that the alleged 

	12 
	12 
	activity occurred, or explained that the events alleged were the result of inadvertent technological 

	13 
	13 
	errors rather than intentional determinations.81 

	14 
	14 
	First, the MUR 7868 Complaint claims that Twitter took actions to limit the “reach and 

	15 
	15 
	visibility” of conservative voices on its platform.82  But the very news article cited by the 

	16 
	16 
	Complaint does not support the Complaint’s conclusion that suppression occurred:  The article 

	17 
	17 
	instead describes an error regarding Twitter’s search feature that was “not limited to a certain 

	18 
	18 
	political affiliation” and which was quickly remedied after it was identified.83 


	Figure
	81 
	81 
	81 
	See Part II.C, supra. 

	82 
	82 
	MUR 7868 Compl. at 2. 

	83 
	83 
	Thompson, supra note 29 (“UPDATE: July 26, 10:00 AM: Twitter appears to have adjusted its platform 


	overnight to no longer limit the visibility of some prominent Republicans in its search results.” (emphasis in original)). 
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	1 Second, the MUR 7868 Complaint provides statistics about the popularity of a video 2 showing a Tucker Carlson interview and claims that it should have “trended” on Twitter but did 3 not, arguing that Twitter must have “suppressed” the interview to prevent it from doing so.4 However, the Complaint does not provide any specific allegations as to how Twitter may have 5 6 Twitter denies that it took any action to manipulate whether the interview would trend, but it also 7 does not explain why the apparently p
	84 
	suppressed the interview, or why it would have allowed it to be shared but not allow it to trend.
	85 
	million times.
	86 

	10 have made it trend in the way that was apparently expected without any supporting information 11 or statistics. 12 Third, the MUR 7868 Complaint claims that Twitter suppressed coverage of lawsuits 13 As an initial matter, this activity post-dated the election, and 14 thus it is unclear whether Twitter could have been acting to influence votes that had already been 15 cast (though the results of the election had not been definitively called at the time). In any event, 16 the Complaint again cites to infor
	filed regarding the 2020 election.
	87 
	resolved.
	88

	MUR 7868 Compl. at 2 & n.2. See id. at 2. MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 8-9. MUR 7868 Compl. at 2. Garber, supra note 39 (quoting Twitter spokesperson as stating, “The URL referenced was mistakenly 
	84 
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	86 
	87 
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	marked under our unsafe links policy—this action has now been reversed”). 
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	1 of election lawsuits other than this apparently isolated and inadvertent instance.  The MUR 7868 2 Complaint presents no information contradicting Twitter’s explanations, and cites only to press 3 articles, many of which in fact support Twitter’s claims that the alleged activity was done in 4 
	error and quickly remedied.
	89 

	5 4. 
	Alleged Coordination 

	6 Finally, there is no basis to reasonably conclude that Twitter coordinated any of its 7 actions with Biden or his campaign — i.e., that Twitter undertook these actions “in cooperation, 8 consultation or concert with, or at the request or suggestion of”
	 Biden or the Biden Committee.
	90 

	9 The Complaint relies upon the fact that a former Twitter employee was hired by the Biden 10   Without more, this fact does not plausibly suggest 11 that, during the election, prior to this individual’s hiring by the transition team, Twitter 12 coordinated its response to the New York Post articles or labeling of Trump’s tweets with Biden 13 or the Biden Committee.  Both Twitter and the Biden Committee expressly deny that Twitter’s 14 policy enforcement determinations were ever discussed with or influenced
	transition team following the 2020 election.
	91
	Committee.
	92 
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	See, e.g., id.; Thompson, supra note 29. 11 C.F.R. § 109.20 (definition of coordinated expenditure). MUR 7868 Compl. at 2. MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 13-14; MUR 7868 Biden Committee Resp. at 4. Culbertson Decl. at ¶ 9. 
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	1 As discussed above, the information before the Commission indicates that Twitter’s 2 actions in response to the New York Post articles (blocking apparently hacked and personal 3 information) were undertaken for commercial reasons and not for the purpose of influencing an 4 election.  Consequently, because Twitter’s actions reflect a commercial, rather than electoral, 5 purpose, they were not contributions. Further, the information available indicates that Twitter’s 6 actions regarding Trump’s tweets (labe
	10   Finally, not only does the available information indicate that Twitter acted with a 11 bona fide commercial purpose and not an electoral one, but there is also no information 12 indicating that Twitter coordinated its activities with the Biden Committee. 13 Therefore, we recommend the Commission find no reason to believe that Twitter made 14 prohibited in-kind corporate contributions in violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. 15 §§ 109.21, 114.2(b); find no reason to believe that Biden for Pres
	unsupported.
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	21 1. Find no reason to believe that Twitter, Inc., violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) and 22 11 C.F.R. §§ 109.21, 114.2(b) by making corporate in-kind contributions; 
	Statement of Reasons at 1, Comm’rs Mason, Sandstrom, Smith & Thomas, MUR 4960 (Hillary Rodham Clinton for U.S. Senate Exploratory Comm., et al.). 
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	1 
	1 
	1 
	2. Find no reason to believe that Jack Dorsey and Brandon Borrman violated 2 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b) by consenting to corporate 3 contributions; 

	4 
	4 
	4 
	3. Find no reason to believe that Biden for President and Andrea Wise in her official 

	capacity as treasurer violated 52 U.S.C. §§ 30104(b)(3)(A), 30118(a) and 11 6 C.F.R. §§ 104.3(a), 114.2 by receiving and failing to report corporate in-kind 7 contributions; 

	8 
	8 
	4. Approve the attached Factual and Legal Analysis; 

	9 
	9 
	5. Approve the appropriate letters; and 


	6. Close the file. 11 12 Lisa J. Stevenson 13 Acting General Counsel 14 
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	July 8, 2021
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	BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	In the Matter of 
	In the Matter of 
	In the Matter of 
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	TR
	) 
	MURs 7821, 7827 and 7868 

	Twitter, Inc.; Jack Dorsey; Brandon 
	Twitter, Inc.; Jack Dorsey; Brandon 
	) 

	Borrman; Biden for President and 
	Borrman; Biden for President and 
	) 

	Andrea Wise in her official capacity as 
	Andrea Wise in her official capacity as 
	) 

	treasurer 
	treasurer 


	CERTIFICATION 
	CERTIFICATION 

	I, Laura E. Sinram, recording secretary of the Federal Election Commission executive session, do hereby certify that on August 10, 2021, the Commission took the following actions in the above-captioned matter:  
	1. Decided by a vote of 6-0 to: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Find no reason to believe that Twitter, Inc., violated 52 U.S.C.      § 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. §§ 109.21, 114.2(b) by making corporate in-kind contributions. 

	b. 
	b. 
	Find no reason to believe that Jack Dorsey and Brandon Borrman violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b) by consenting to corporate contributions. 

	c. 
	c. 
	Find no reason to believe that Biden for President and Andrea Wise in her official capacity as treasurer violated 52 U.S.C.        §§ 30104(b)(3)(A), 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. §§ 104.3(a), 114.2 by receiving and failing to report corporate in-kind contributions. 

	d. 
	d. 
	Approve the appropriate letters. 


	Commissioners Broussard, Cooksey, Dickerson, Trainor, Walther, and Weintraub voted affirmatively for the decision. 
	Federal Election Commission Page 2 Certification for MURs 7821, 7827, and 7868 August 10, 2021 
	2. Decided by a vote of 5-1 to: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Approve the Factual and Legal Analysis, as recommended in the First General Counsel’s Report dated July 8, 2021, as last circulated by Vice Chair Dickerson’s Office on August 9, 2021 at 5:11 p.m. 

	b. 
	b. 
	Close the file. 


	Commissioners Broussard, Dickerson, Trainor, Walther, and Weintraub voted affirmatively for the decision.  Commissioner Cooksey dissented. 
	August 13, 2021 Date 
	Attest: 
	Digitally signed by
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	Laura Sinram Date: 
	2021.08.13
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	19:15:50 -04'00' 
	Laura E. Sinram Acting Secretary and Clerk of the Commission 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	Washington, DC 20463 
	VIA CERTIFIED MAIL; RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED August 16, 2021 Cleta Mitchell, Esq. 499 South Capitol Street SW, #405 Washington, DC 20003 
	cleta@cletamitchell.com 

	RE: MUR 7827 
	Dear Ms. Mitchell: 
	On August 10, 2021, the Federal Election Commission reviewed the allegations in the complaint submitted on behalf ofyour client, Jenny Beth Martin ofthe Tea Party Patriots Foundation, dated October 20, 2020, and on the basis ofthe information provided in the complaint and information provided by the respondents, found no reason to believe that Twitter, Inc., violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. §§ 109.21, 114.2(b) by making corporate inkind contributions; and no reason to believe that Jack Dorsey an
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days. See Disclosure ofCertain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). The Factual and Legal Analysis, which more fully explains the Commission's findings, is enclosed for your inf01mation. 
	The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, allows a complainant to seek judicial review ofthe Commission's dismissal of this action. See 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(8). 
	Sincerely, 
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	Washington, DC 20463 
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	Robert K. Kelner and Elizabeth Upton Covington & Burling LLP 850 Tenth Street, NW Washington, D.C. 20001 rkelner@cov.com; eupton@cov.com 
	August 16, 2021 

	TR
	RE: 
	MURs 7821, 7827, 7868 

	Dear Mr. Kelner and Ms. Upton: 
	Dear Mr. Kelner and Ms. Upton: 


	On October 22, 2020, October 23, 2020, and January 15, 2021, the Federal Election Commission notified your clients, Twitter, Inc., Jack Dorsey, and Brandon Bonman, ofthree Complaints alleging violations ofcertain sections ofthe Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. On August 10, 2021, the Commission, on the basis ofthe inf01mation provided in the complaint and inf01mation provided by your clients, found no reason to believe that Twitter, Inc., violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. §§ 109.
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days. See Disclosure ofCertain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). The Factual and Legal Analysis, which explains the Commission's findings, is enclosed for your information. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Justine A. di Giovanni, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 694-1574 
	or jdigiovanni@fec.gov. 

	Sincerely, 
	~p
	Claudio J. Pavia Acting Assistant General Counsel 
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	10 11 I. INTRODUCTION 
	MURs: 7821, 7827, & 7868 
	12 These matters were generated by Complaints filed with the Federal Election Commission 13 alleging that, by suppressing negative information regarding 2020 presidential candidate Joseph 14 R. Biden, Twitter, Inc. (“Twitter”), made a prohibited corporate in-kind contribution to Biden 15 and his authorized committee, Biden for President and Andrea Wise in her official capacity as 16 treasurer (the “Biden Committee”), in violation of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, 17 as amended (the “Act”).  Spec
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	an individual who worked for Twitter later joining the Biden team, the Biden Committee coordinated with Twitter and therefore knowingly accepted the prohibited corporate contributions. 
	Respondents deny the allegations.  Twitter states that it (1) blocked users from sharing links to and posting certain information from the New York Post articles relating to hacked and personal information and (2) labeled Trump’s tweets regarding election fraud and election results. It argues that it did not make a contribution because these actions were undertaken for bona fide commercial reasons and not for the purpose of influencing a federal election.  Twitter denies the remaining allegations that it li
	As discussed below, Twitter has credibly explained that it acted with a commercial motivation in response to the New York Post articles rather than with an electoral purpose.  With respect to its actions concerning Trump’s tweets, there is no evidence that Twitter coordinated its actions with the Biden Committee, and as such, the actions did not constitute contributions.  Finally, the remaining allegations that Twitter limited the visibility of Republican users, suppressed distribution of an interview, and 
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	1 contributions; and finds no reason to believe that the Biden Committee knowingly accepted or 2 received and failed to report such contributions in violation of 52 U.S.C. §§ 30104(b)(3)(A), 3 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. §§ 104.3(a), 114.2(d). 4 I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND  5 Twitter is a social media platform and public Delaware corporation; it states that it 6 derives the majority of its revenue from advertising. The platform allows users to publish 7 tweets, which are 280-character-or-less posts, which may include 
	2
	3 
	4

	10 committee, and Andrea Wise is its treasurer.  The Complaints allege that Twitter, by 11 suppressing negative information regarding Biden and taking certain actions directed against 12 Trump and his supporters, all of which are detailed below, did so “for the clear purpose of 13 supporting the Biden campaign.”
	5
	6 

	Resp. at 2 (Dec. 21, 2020), MUR 7821 [hereinafter MUR 7821 Twitter Resp.]. 
	2 

	See generally TWITTER,  (last visited June 2, 2021); About, TWITTER, (last visited June 2, 2021) (“Twitter is an open service that’s home to a world of diverse people, perspectives, ideas, and information.”). 
	3 
	https://twitter.com
	https://twitter.com

	. 
	https://about
	twitter.com/en/who-we-are/our-company 


	Compl. at 1 (Oct. 21, 2020), MUR 7827 [hereinafter MUR 7827 Compl.]; MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 2; About, TWITTER,  (last visited June 2, 2021).  Borrman and Dorsey submitted a joint Response with Twitter in MUR 7827.  Resp. (Dec. 21, 2020), MUR 7827 [hereinafter MUR 7827 Twitter Resp.]. 
	4 
	https://about.twitter.com/en/who-we-are/our-company
	https://about.twitter.com/en/who-we-are/our-company


	Biden for President, Statement of Organization (Jan. 12, 2021), . 
	5 
	9398457224/202101129398457224.pdf
	https://docquery fec.gov/pdf/224/20210112 


	Compl. at 1 (Oct. 16, 2020), MUR 7821 [hereinafter MUR 7821 Compl.]; accord MUR 7827 Compl. at 2; Compl. at 1 (Jan. 12, 2021), MUR 7868 [hereinafter MUR 7868 Compl.]. 
	6 
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	1 A. Twitter’s Content Policies 
	2 Twitter asserts that it has enacted a number of content policies, which are enforced by its 
	3 Site Integrity Team, part of Twitter’s larger Trust & Safety Team.  Twitter states that, “as a core 
	7

	4 commercial objective,” it enacted these policies as part of its efforts to concentrate on the 
	5 “‘reduction of abuse, harassment, spam, manipulation and malicious automation on the 
	6 platform.’”  In its public securities filings, Twitter has identified that “a decrease in the 
	8

	7 perceived quality, usefulness, trustworthiness or relevance of the content generated by people on 
	8 Twitter or content partners” may have a “potentially negative” effect on its business.
	9 

	9 As relevant here, Twitter’s policies include the following: 
	10  Distribution of Hacked Materials Policy. Prohibits users from 11 distributing hacked materials, including by posting hacked content directly 12 or by linking to hacked content hosted on other websites, but provides that 13 users “can discuss a hack that has taken place.”
	10 

	14  Private Information Policy. Prohibits Twitter users from sharing certain 15 information about others without permission, including contact 
	MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 3; id., Ex. A (Decl. of Yoel Roth, Head of Site Integrity, Twitter) [hereinafter Roth Decl.]; Twitter Resp. at 4 (Mar. 5, 2021), MUR 7868 [hereinafter MUR 7868 Twitter Resp.].  Twitter’s Terms of Service specify that Twitter has the authority to “remove or refuse to distribute any Content, . . . limit distribution or visibility of any Content, . . . suspend or terminate users, and reclaim usernames.”  Twitter Terms of Service, TWITTER (June 18, 2020), ; MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 2.
	7 
	https://twitter.com/en/tos
	https://twitter.com/en/tos


	MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 3 (quoting TWITTER, INC., 2020 OCTOBER QUARTERLY REPORT at 46 (Oct. 30, 2020)). 
	8 

	TWITTER, INC., 2020 OCTOBER QUARTERLY REPORT at 46 (Oct. 30, 2020), ; see also TWITTER, INC., 2020 JULY QUARTERLY REPORT at 46 (July 31, 2020), , MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 2. 
	9 
	front net/CIK-0001418091/cb1d93d5-13d2-4d03-96b4-c90efe5ac5fc.pdf
	https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloud 

	6314-4604-92ee-98dfb080ac5b.pdf
	https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001418091/51caa042
	-


	TWITTER, DISTRIBUTION OF HACKED MATERIALS POLICY (Mar. 2019) [hereinafter Twitter Hacked ]. Twitter has subsequently revised its policy to limit blocking hacked materials shared directly by the hacker; with respect to hacked materials shared by others, it may append labels providing context regarding the source of the material.  See TWITTER, DISTRIBUTION OF HACKED MATERIALS POLICY (Oct. 2020),  (“As such, we don’t permit the use of our services to directly distribute content obtained through hacking by the 
	10 
	Materials Policy], https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/hacked-materials [
	/ 
	https://web.archive.org/web
	20200930214928/https:/help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/hacked-materials

	https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/hacked-materials
	https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/hacked-materials
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	1 information; physical location; identity documents; financial account 
	2 information; and medical 
	records.
	11 

	3  Civic Integrity Policy. Prohibits users from using Twitter to 4 “manipulat[e] or interfere[e] in elections or other civic processes.”5 Twitter enforces this policy by labeling or removing information deemed 6 false or misleading and “intended to undermine public confidence in an 7 election.”  Prior to the 2020 election, Twitter publicly announced that 8 candidates would not be permitted to “claim an election win before it is 9 authoritatively called” by either one of a list of state election officials o
	12 
	13

	10 two or more national news   Twitter states that it enacted the Civil 
	outlets.
	14

	11 Integrity Policy to protect “the integrity of the election conversation.”
	15 

	12 B. Twitter’s Response to the October 2020 New York Post Articles 
	13 On October 14 and 15, 2020, the New York Post published three articles relating to 
	14  The emails 
	emails purportedly obtained from a laptop belonging to Joe Biden’s son, Hunter.
	16

	15 allegedly suggested that Hunter Biden used his relationship with his father to further his business 
	TWITTER, PRIVATE INFORMATION POLICY (Mar. 2019) [hereinafter Twitter Private Information Policy], . 
	11 
	https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/personal-information
	https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/personal-information


	TWITTER, CIVIC INTEGRITY POLICY [].  Twitter has sense amended its policy. TWITTER, CIVIC INTEGRITY POLICY (Jan. 2021), . References to the policy throughout this report are to the prior version dated October 2020.  The relevant portions of the Policy are substantively identical to that currently in effect. 
	12 
	 (Oct. 2020) [hereinafter Twitter Civic Integrity Policy], https://help. 
	twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/election-integrity-policy
	:// 
	https://web.archive.org/web/20201101021029/https
	help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/election-integrity-policy

	https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/election-integrity-policy
	https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/election-integrity-policy


	MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 4. 
	13 

	Vijaya Gadde & Kayvon Beykpour, Additional Steps We’re Taking Ahead of the 2020 US Election, BLOG.TWITTER (Oct. 9, 2020), . 
	14 
	us/topics/company/2020/2020-election-changes html
	https://blog.twitter.com/en 


	MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 4 & n.14; Twitter Safety, Expanding Our Policies to Further Protect the Civic Conversation, BLOG.TWITTER (Sept. 10, 2020), . 
	15 
	us/topics/company/2020/civic-integritypolicy-update html
	https://blog.twitter.com/en 
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	Emma-Jo Morris & Gabrielle Fonrouge, Smoking-Gun Email Reveals How Hunter Biden Introduced Ukrainian Businessman to VP Dad, N.Y. POST (Oct. 14, 2020), (cited in Compls., passim); Emma-Jo Morris & Gabrielle Fonrouge, Hunter Biden Emails Show Leveraging Connections with his Father to Boost Burisma Pay, N.Y. POST (Oct. 14, 2020),  (cited in Compls., passim); Emma-Jo Morris & Gabrielle Fonrouge, Emails Reveal How Hunter Biden Tried to Cash In Big on Behalf of Family with Chinese Firm, N.Y. POST (Oct. 15, 2020),
	16 
	hunter-biden-introduced-ukrainian-biz-man-to-dad/ 
	https://nypost.com/2020/10/14/email-reveals-how
	-

	/ 14/hunter-biden-emails-show-leveraging-connections-with-dad-toboost-burisma-pay/
	https://nypost.com/2020/10
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	/ 2020/10/15/emails-reveal-how-hunter-biden-tried-to-cash-in-big-with-chinese-firm/ 
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	1 dealings in Ukraine, and other materials included a video appearing to show Hunter Biden 2 engaging in illegal  The New York Post articles republished some of these 3 Twitter states that, on October 14, its Site Integrity Team, part of its Trust & Safety 4 department, reviewed the first of the New York Post articles for compliance with Twitter’s 5 policies and determined that the materials were potentially obtained through hacking and that the 6 materials contained private email addresses and phone   Twit
	activity.
	17
	materials.
	18 
	numbers.
	19

	10 prevent users who had previously shared the articles from sending new tweets until they deleted 11 their previous tweets sharing the   Twitter states that all users were permitted to discuss 12 the content of the New York Post articles so long as they did not link to or share the articles 13 containing the hacked and private  In a declaration submitted with Twitter’s 14 Response, the head of Twitter’s Site Integrity Team attests that Twitter received official 15 warnings throughout 2020 from federal law 
	articles.
	20
	information.
	21
	operation.
	22 

	See MUR 7821 Compl. at 2; MUR 7821 Compl. at 2-3; MUR 7868 Compl. at 1. New York Post articles, supra note 16 MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 6; Roth Decl. at 3. MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 5-7; Roth Decl. at 3. Twitter states that it does not delete users’ tweets, but 
	17 
	18 
	19 
	20 

	instead restricts them from posting additional content until they delete any tweets in violation of Twitter’s policies.  MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 7. 
	MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 7. Id. at 5-6; Roth Decl. at 2-3.  The head of Twitter’s Site Integrity Team, Yoel Roth, attests that:  “[F]ederal law enforcement agencies communicated that they expected ‘hack-and-leak operations’ by state actors might occur 
	21 
	22 
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	1 C. Other Alleged Twitter Actions 2 Aside from the main allegation among the three Complaints that Twitter made an in-kind 3 contribution to the Biden campaign through its response to the New York Post articles, the MUR 4 7868 Complaint alleges that Twitter made contributions to the Biden Committee in several other 5 ways. First, the MUR 7868 Complaint points to labels that Twitter placed on certain of Donald 6 Trump’s tweets leading up to and following the 2020 election concerning alleged voter fraud and 
	23

	10 unavailable on the Twitter platform, or of the labels applied to these tweets.  Twitter states that, 11 in addition to Trump, it similarly labeled approximately 300,000 tweets, and 456 tweets also 12 received warning messages,  Twitter asserts that it 13 labeled tweets and issued warning messages to enforce its Civic Integrity  As discussed 14 above, prior to the election, Twitter publicly announced that candidates would not be permitted 
	24
	 including a number of tweets by Trump.
	25
	Policy.
	26

	in the period shortly before the 2020 presidential election . . . .  I also learned in these meetings that there were rumors that a hack-and-leak operation would involve Hunter Biden.”  Roth Decl. at 2-3. 
	MUR 7868 Compl. at 2. 
	23 

	MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 5; Vijaya Gadde & Kayvon Beykpour, An Update On Our Work Around the 2020 US Elections, BLOG.TWITTER (Nov. 12, 2020), . 
	24 
	us/topics/company/2020/2020election-update html
	https://blog.twitter.com/en 
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	MUR 7868 Compl. at 2. Neither the Complaint nor the Response indicate how many of Trump’s tweets were so labeled. 
	25 

	MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 12. 
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	1 to “claim an election win before it is authoritatively called” by either state election officials or 2 two or more national news 3 Second, the MUR 7868 Complaint alleges that Twitter “filter[ed] out, and limit[ed] the 4 reach and visibility of conservative, [R]epublican, and pro-Trump voices,” a practice known as 5 “shadow banning.” The Complaint points to a news article covering an issue on Twitter’s 6 platform regarding auto-population of the search field, which appeared to exclude prominent 7   Twitter
	outlets.
	27 
	28
	conservative accounts from appearing as suggested results to user searches.
	29
	30

	10 was resolved within a day of media outlets reporting on it.  Twitter argues that the Complaint 11 has failed to present any evidence to support the allegation that it shadow banned Republican 12 13 Third, the MUR 7868 Complaint alleges that Twitter suppressed coverage of an October 14 2020 Tucker Carlson interview of Tony Bobulinski, an alleged former business associate of 
	31
	accounts.
	32 

	Gadde & Beykpour, supra note 14. 
	27 

	MUR 7868 Compl. at 2. 
	28 

	Alex Thompson, Twitter Appears to Have Fixed “Shadow Ban” of Prominent Republicans Like the RNC Chair and Trump Jr.’s Spokesman, VICE NEWS (July 25, 2018),  (cited in MUR 7868 Comp. at 2 n.4) (“Twitter is limiting the visibility of prominent Republicans in search results — a technique known as “shadow banning” — in what it says is a side effect of its attempts to improve the quality of discourse on the platform.”). 
	29 
	. shadow-banning-prominent-republicans-like-the-rnc-chair-and-trump-jrs-spokesman
	https://www
	vice.com/en/article/43paqq/twitter-is
	-


	Vijaya Gadde & Kayvon Beykpour, Setting the Record Straight on Shadow Banning, BLOG.TWITTER (July 26, 2018), ; see also MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 8. 
	30 
	us/topics/company/2018/Setting-the-record-straight-on-shadow-banning html
	https://blog.twitter.com/en 


	Thompson, supra note 29 (“UPDATE: July 26, 10:00 AM:  Twitter appears to have adjusted its platform overnight to no longer limit the visibility of some prominent Republicans in its search results.” (emphasis in original)). 
	31 

	MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 7-8. 
	32 
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	1 Hunter Biden, who claimed that Joe Biden had been involved in his son’s foreign business 2   According to a news report cited by the Complaint, Twitter users shared the video 3 over 65,000 times and the video collected “more than 115,000 likes.”  However, the interview 4 did not “trend” — i.e.  The Complaint appears to 5 allege that, given the video’s popularity, Twitter must have taken action to prevent it from 6 trending on the   Twitter denies that it in any way “undertook to suppress the 7 Bobulinski 
	ventures.
	33
	34
	, appear on Twitter’s list of most active topics.
	35
	platform.
	36
	support for its contention that it did not suppress the story.
	37 

	10 lawsuits regarding election fraud in the 2020 election, pointing to the fact that, in November 11 2020, Twitter blocked users from linking to a lawsuit filed in Georgia challenging the state’s 12 election results, marking the link as “unsafe.”  Twitter states that this was an error, and that the 13 issue was “quickly resolved upon discovery.”
	38
	39
	40 

	Tucker Carlson (@TuckerCarlson), TWITTER (Oct. 27, 2020, 9:30 PM),  (tweeting video of Bobulinski interview). 
	33 
	/ status/1321263064319217665
	https://twitter.com/TuckerCarlson


	Mili Godio, Tucker Carlson’s Tony Bobulinski Interview Viewed Over 2.5 Million Times on Twitter, as Trump Says Big Tech Is Suppressing the “Biden Corruption” Story, NEWSWEEK (Oct. 28, 2020), 
	34 
	https://www news 
	https://www news 
	week.com/tucker-carlsons-tony-bobulinski-interview-viewed-over-25-million-times-twitter-trump-says-big-1543001 


	(cited in MUR 7868 Compl. at 2 n.2). 
	Id. 
	35 

	MUR 7868 Compl. at 2 & n.2. 
	36 

	MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 9. 
	37 

	MUR 7868 Compl. at 2 & n.3. 
	38 

	Id. at 2; MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 9; Jonathan Garber, Twitter Claims It Has Reversed Ban of Link to Sidney Powell’s Georgia Election Lawsuit, FOX BUS. (Nov. 26, 2020),  (citied in MUR 7868 Compl. at 2 n.3). 
	39 
	/ twitter-claims-reversed-censorship-of-link-to-attorney-sidney-powells-lawsuit-seeking-to-decertify-overturngeorgia-election-results
	https://www.foxbusiness.com/markets
	-


	MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 9; see also Garber, supra note 39 (quoting Twitter spokesperson as stating, “The URL referenced was mistakenly marked under our unsafe links policy — this action has now been reversed”). 
	40 
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	1 Finally, the MUR 7868 Complaint also alleges that Twitter coordinated its activities with 2 the Biden Committee, based on the fact that Twitter’s former director of public policy joined the 3 Biden transition team.  Twitter and the Biden Committee both deny that they ever discussed 4 Twitter’s enforcement of its policies, both generally and with respect to the actions at issue 5 here.  In a sworn declaration, Twitter’s Head of U.S. Public Policy states that neither she nor 6 any Twitter employees of which
	41
	42
	determinations.
	43

	10 the Biden 
	Committee.
	44 


	11 II. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	12 A. Relevant Law Concerning Contributions 
	13 The Act prohibits corporations from making contributions to federal candidates, and 
	14 likewise bars candidates, political committees (other than independent expenditure-only political 
	MUR 7868 Compl. at 2; see also MUR 7821 Compl. at 3 (observing that “there appears to be a revolving door between the Biden campaign and the company” and pointing to the same director of public policy mentioned in the MUR 7868 Complaint as well as the fact that the former press secretary for Kamala Harris, Biden’s running-mate, now works for Twitter).  The MUR 7821 Complaint does not explicitly allege that Biden or the Biden Committee coordinated with Twitter. 
	41 

	MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 1, 11-12; MUR 7827 Twitter Resp. at 3, 7, 17-18; MUR 7868 Twitter Resp. at 1, 13-14; MUR 7868 Biden Committee Resp. at 3-5. 
	42 

	MUR 7821 Resp, Ex. B (Decl. of Lauren Culbertson, Head of U.S. Public Policy, Twitter) [hereinafter Culbertson Decl.] (identifying her team as the point of contact for political campaigns). 
	43 

	MUR 7868 Biden Committee Resp. at 4 (“Mr. Monje and Ms. Hertz are not now, and were not at the time of their hiring, employees of the Committee.”) 
	44 
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	1 committees and committees with hybrid accounts), and other persons from knowingly accepting 2 or receiving corporate 3 Under the Act, a “contribution” includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit 4 of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election 5 for Federal   The term “anything of value” includes “all in-kind contributions.” In-kind 6 contributions include “coordinated expenditures,” that is, expenditures “made by any person in 7 cooperation, c
	contributions.
	45 
	office.
	46
	47
	48

	10 (1) paid for by a third-party; (2) satisfies one of five content standards; and (3) satisfies one of 11 five conduct   All three prongs are required in order for the communication to be 12 considered a coordinated communication and treated as an in-kind contribution under these 13   In-kind contributions also include “provision of any goods or services without 14 charge or at a charge that is less than the usual and normal charge for such goods or services.”15 The Commission has concluded that a commerci
	standards.
	49
	regulations.
	50
	51 

	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); accord 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(a), (d). 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A); accord 11 C.F.R. § 100.52. 11 C.F.R. § 100.52(d). 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B); 11 C.F.R. § 109.20. 11 C.F.R. § 109.21(a). 
	45 
	46 
	47 
	48 
	49 

	See id. 
	50 

	Id. § 100.52(d) (listing examples of goods or services, such as securities, facilities, equipment, supplies, personnel, advertising services, membership lists, and mailing lists). 
	51 
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	1 of a business relationship.”  A commercial vendor need not make its services available to 
	52

	2 committees representing all political ideologies, but rather may establish objective business 
	3 criteria to protect commercial viability of its business without making contributions to the 
	4 committees that meet those 
	criteria.
	53 

	5 The Commission has long considered activity engaged in for bona fide commercial 
	6 reasons not to be “for the purpose of influencing an election,” and thus, not a contribution or 
	7 expenditure under section   This is true even if a candidate benefitted from the 
	30118(a).
	54

	8 commercial 
	activity.
	55 

	Advisory Opinion 2012-31 at 4 (AT&T). 
	52 

	Advisory Opinion 2017-06 (Stein & Gottlieb) at 6 (“[A] commercial vendor, providing services to political committees . . . need not make its services available to committees representing all political ideologies, but rather may establish objective business criteria to protect the commercial viability of its business without making contributions to the committees that meet those criteria.”); Advisory Opinion 2004-06 at 1 (Meetup) (explaining that a corporation may provide goods and services to political comm
	53 

	See, e.g., Factual & Legal Analysis at 4, MUR 6586 (World Wrestling Entertainment, Inc.) (finding that WWE acted with the “sole intent to defend its business reputation” and not for the purpose of influencing an election when WWE’s senior vice president sent a letter to a newspaper seeking a retraction of a negative article about Senate candidate Linda McMahon, who owned and served as CEO of WWE); First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 13 & Cert. ¶ 1 (June 7, 2005), MUR 5474 (Dog Eat Dog Films, et al.) (approving no 
	54 

	See First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 16 & Cert. ¶ 5 (June 6, 1994), MUR 3622 (The Clinton/Gore ‘92 Committee) (approving no reason to believe recommendation); First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 16, MUR 3622 (The Clinton/Gore ‘92 Committee) (“[T]he fact that any of these candidates . . . may have received an indirect benefit (dissemination of their political positions) as a result of the sale of these tapes does not convert commercial activity into a corporate contribution.”); Factual & Legal Analysis at 6, MUR 7024 (
	55 
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	1 B. The Commission Finds No Reason to Believe That Twitter Made and the 2 Biden Committee Knowingly Accepted and Failed to Report Prohibited In3 Kind Corporate Contributions 
	-

	4 As explained below, the actions taken by Twitter in response to the October 2020 New 5 York Post articles, i.e., blocking users from tweeting hacked or personal information, and in 6 response to Trump’s tweets regarding alleged voter fraud and the election results, i.e., labeling 7 these tweets as disputed, appear to reflect bona fide commercial considerations rather than an 8 effort to influence a federal election.  It appears that both of these actions were in accordance 9 with Twitter’s pre-existing co
	10 commercial reasons ultimately relating to the protection of its brand and its ability to attract 11 advertisers — i.e., its “commercial viability.” The remaining actions alleged by the MUR 7868 12 Complaint, relating to “shadow banning,” suppressing video of the Bobulinski interview, and 13 limiting coverage of post-election lawsuits, are vague, speculative, and otherwise not supported 14 by the available information. Finally, there is no information in the current record to suggest that 15 Twitter coord
	56

	16 1. 17 Twitter acknowledges that, following the October 2020 publication of the New York Post 18 articles at issue, Twitter blocked users from sharing links to the articles.  But Twitter states that 19 this was because its Site Integrity Team assessed that the New York Post articles likely contained 20 hacked and personal information, the sharing of which violated both Twitter’s Distribution of 21 Hacked Materials and Private Information Policies.  Twitter points out that although sharing 
	Blocking Sharing of the New York Post Articles 

	MUR 7821 Twitter Resp. at 2-3; see also MUR 7827 Twitter Resp. at 1 (“Twitter blocked potentially hacked content that contained private information such as email addresses, phone numbers, and personal photographs for bona fide commercial reasons and to enforce preexisting Rules and policies intended to protect the safety, integrity, and commercial viability of its social media platform.”). 
	56 
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	1 links to the articles was blocked, users were still permitted to otherwise discuss the content of the 2 New York Post articles because doing so did not directly involve spreading any hacked or 3 personal   Based on the information available to Twitter at the time, these actions 4 appear to reflect Twitter’s stated commercial purpose of removing misinformation and other 5  Federal law 6 enforcement agencies apparently communicated to Twitter that they expected hack-and-leak 7 operations by state actors mig
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	1 
	Therefore, the Commission finds no reason to believe that Twitter made prohibited in
	-


	2 
	2 
	kind corporate contributions in violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. §§ 109.21, 

	3 
	3 
	114.2(b); finds no reason to believe that Biden for President knowingly accepted or received and 

	4 
	4 
	failed to report contributions in violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b)(3)(A), 30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. 

	5 
	5 
	§§ 104.3(a), 114.2(d); and finds no reason to believe that Jack Dorsey, Twitter’s CEO, and 

	6 
	6 
	Brandon Borrman, Twitter’s Vice President, Global Communications, violated 52 U.S.C. § 

	7 
	7 
	30118(a) and 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(e) by consenting to prohibited corporate contributions. 














